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ABSTRACT

Quantitative adequacy assessment of a composite power system is

generally done using a contingency enumeration approach. Exhaustive ade

quacy analysis includes the evaluation of· contingencies, the classification of

these contingencies according to selected failure criteria· and the accumulation·

of adequacy indices. Various. contingency enumeration. approaches are avail

able to analyze the adequacy of a composite power system depending upon

the failure criteria and the intent behind the studies. Adequacy indices are

. calculated using DC and AC load flow methods in this thesis
:

using two

selected test· systems. The differences in the indices resulting from using
·these load flow methods are discussed.

The inclusion of high level outage contingencies can not be ig
nored in the calculation

.of representative adequacy indices in relatively large

systems. This requirement, however, significantly increases the computation
time. One of the most widely used approaches to reduce the computation

.

time is to rank the outage contingencies using fast techniques and then in-
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vestigate these ranked contingencies using an AC load flow method. This

procedure is then terminated by. an appropriate stopping criterion. In this

thesis, adequacy indices are evaluated using different ranking .methods. The

computation times and the : differences in the adequacy indices as compared
with a base case AC solution are discussed.

A new technique designated as the selection method is introduced

to reduce computation time. This method can be used to examine both the
.

continuity and the quality of power supply at major load centers for. any'

type of contingency. The method is wen suited for large power networks be

cause of the reduced computation time and. storage requirements.. In this

thesis, the application. of the method aad its comparison with the base cue

and with various ranking methods are illustrated using two test systems.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS·

An important objective of any electric power utility is to ensure a

reliable and stable supply to its consumers, pa.,rticularly those. with con

tinuous process and load requirements. It is not feasible economically and

technically to attempt to design a power system with one hundred percent

reliability. Power system engineers, however, have always attempted to ach

ieve the highest possible reliability within economic constraints and therefore

reliability evaluation. of the composite generation and transmission system is

an important activity. The word "reliability" has a .wide range of meaning
and when used in a power system context, it is generally defined as the con

cern regarding the ability of the power system to provide an adequate supply
of electrical energy [1]. A simple but reasonable subdivision of the term

"system reliability" can. be made by considering two basic and fundamental

aspects of the system, namely adequacy and security [2, 3, 4].

Adequacy can be defined as the ability of a system to. meet the

demand within major component ratings and
.

in the presence of scheduled

and unscheduled outages of generation and transmission components or

facilities. Security can be defined as the ability of a system to withstand

disturbances arising from faults and the unscheduled removal of bulk power

supply equipment without further loss of facilities 01 cascading outages.

Adequacy therefore, relates to steady state or post-outage. analysis while

security relates to the analysis of critical dynamic conditions. This thesis is

restricted to the area. of adequacy analysis.
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Hierarchieal· Reliability Evaluation

An electric power system generates electrical energy at its generat

ing stations and supplies it to the individual customers through a suitable

transmission and distribution network. The .basic techniques for adequacy
assessment can, therefore, be subdivided in terms of their application to seg

ments of a eomposite power system. These segments are called "functional

zones" . The three basic functional zones for the purpose of planning, or

ganization and/or analysis are: generation, transmission and distribution.

These functional zones can be combined to form a series of hierarchical levels

for the purpose of conducting system adequacy analysis. . The functional

zones and hierarchical levels are shown in Figure 1-1.

Adequacy Evaluation at Hierarchical Level I

Conventional adequacy evaluation methods for generating systems

generally do not consider the presence of transmission facilitieS between

generating buses and load points. All th-e generating units and all the sys

tem loads are considered to be connected to a common bus [2, 5]. Various.

methods for evaluating the adequacy of a generating system have been es

tablished [6] and are generally accepted by the power industry. The "Loss

of Load Expectation" (LOLE) method is the most popular technique. In

the LOLE method; the risk of insufficient capacity is evaluated in terms of

the expected number of days that the peak load will exceed the. available in

stalled capacity. The "Loss of Energy Expectation" (LOEE) technique (2] is

another simple method which is basically similar to the LOLE approach.
One of the basic indices calculated in this approach is the "Energy Index of

Reliability" (Em) which· is the ratio of expected load energy eurtailed . due

to generating unit forced outages to the total energy required by the system.

A complicated but more effective standard approach to evaluating the

reliability of a generation system is known as the "Frequency And DUration"

technique [2, 7, 8]. This technique can be used to obtain the frequency, the
mean duration and the probability associated with various levels of generat

ing capacity adequacy and inadequacy.
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Figure 1-1: Hierarchical LevelS For Adequacy Analysis

Adequacy Evaluation Of Generating Capaeity In IntereoDDeeted
Systems

The basic techniques noted in the previous section can be used to

evaluate ad�quacy indices for interconnected ·systems by assUming that· the .

tie-lines are hundred percent reliable and have ·inf"uiite capability to transmit··

all the surplus power in one area to another area. This is obviously not a

true.measure of the system risk as the interconnections do not have inf'mite

capability and interconnected systems do not normally share the curtailments

arising in a neighbouring system. More realistic results can be obtained by
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connecting the two areas with tie lines of finite capacity [2, 5, 9] .. In' this .:

approach, capacity outage models for each system are combined to form ar

rays containing. the probabilities of various capacity levels in. any two areas.

The transmission capacity between two areas is then superimposed upon the

array and individual system capacity outage probabilities modified accord

ingly. The LOLE index can be obtained for each area or system using this

approach.

Adequacy Evaluation or Composite Power Systems
The transmission configuration which links the generators to : the

load buses can be quite complicated in a practical power system. It is sel

dom possible to :i:nodel this configuration using simple series/p-.rallel links.

Composite system adequacy evaluation techniques are coneerned with the to

tal problem of assessing the generation and transmission facilities in r.egard
to their ability to supply adequate, dependable and suitable electrical energy

to the major customer load points.

The indices which result from this assessment serve as input to

calculate the adequacy of the individual consumer load points. This further

step involves a comprehensive analysis of the distribution facilities in the

power network.· Attention has been given to the evaluation of distribution

facilities and many publieatio� 12, 6, 10, ll} are a..vailable which suggest ap

propriate reliability indices and their assessment. Thve are, however, rela-:

tively few publications which deal with the area of composite system or

mD evaluation. This thesis is restricted to adequacy evaluation in com

posite generation and transmission systems.

A composite. system adequacy evaluation approach [12]- was

proposed in 1969 by Billinton, which includes complete system representation
of the form used in load flow ana..lysis. This technique utilizes a quality of

service rather than a continuity of service criterion. A system failure is

charged if the supply at a major transmission bus does not meet predeter
mined voltage standards and/or allowable equipment loadings. In this ap-
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preach, adequacy evaluation of a composite generation and tra.nsm�sion sys

tem involves the' simulation and computation of' the system conditions for

each possible outage condition in the system in order to determine the volt

age violations, line and generator overloads, violation of· generator. MYAR

limits etc.. The inclusion of high level contingencies .is necessary in ealeulat

ing the adequacy of a large power system network.
.

As the size of a. system·

increases,. it becomes difticult to determine the ad:equacy of the system due

to the tremendous increase in computation time required for the solution· of

the network using AC load flow techniques. Under these conditions, it may

not be practical to' attempt to solve very large networks with the presently
available techniques. On the other hand, conducting adequacy evaluation by
testing a subset· of contingency cases selected on the basis of the planner's
experience and . intuition may also be. undesirable due to the possibility of

neglecting some critical cases.

AU possible contingencies do not create system problems and

therefore it is not necessary to solve all possible contingencies .by actual AC

load' flow analysis. An approximate method can be used to determine the

list of contingencies which create system problems and a detailed inveStiga
tion of these contingencies can be conducted in fUrther studies. .The ap

proximate method must have two main properties to be . useful.
.

The' com

putational burden for the selection process aad the subsequent AC analysis
of the selected contingencies must be less than that for AC analysis· of all
the contingencies. This can be measured by the ratio of' the execution times

for the contingency selection and the time .required for a. full AC load flow '

.
.'

analysis.: The second desirable property is that the selection should be ac-

.
curate in that no contingencies which contribute ·to. the syst.. risk' are .

over

looked. .

Unfortunately,. none of' the available ranking methods can attain this

seeond desirable property. At best, they can provide a set of contingencies

containing most of' the cases' causing system failure.' Some severe contin

gencies·may be omitted and some that are not severe may be included. An

increase in accuracy can be obtained only at the price of an increase in ex

ecution time.
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A reliable ranking· of contingencies according to severe line over

loads can be obtained by solving each contingency by means of a DC load

flow [13]; This method will reliably indicate which contingencies ought to be

investigated using. a more accurate AC analysis. An approximate ranking
procedure can be established using a scalar function called a "Performance

Index" (PI), which provides a measure of system stress. A method is then

developed for predicting the change in PI when a component is on outage.

The change in PI resulting from outages can be used to rank. the outages in

order of severity. The efficient and accurate prediction of the change in PI

when system elements are removed from service has been the subject of con
siderable investigation. The fIrSt development in this regard was proposed
by Ejebe and Wollenburg [14] and in References 15, 16 and 11. In these

papers, the authors rank transmission line contingencies using normalized sen

sitivities of the. system wide performance index derived with respect to . line

outages" by assuming that the higher order terms in the resulting Taylor
series expansion "are negligible. This is not a valid assumption and can

result in severe inaccuracies.

The inaccuracies due to ignoring the higher order terms are

eliminated in a technique developed independently by Mikolinnas and Wollen

berg [18] and Irisarri and Sasson (19). This method properly recognizes all

the terms in the Taylor series and eliminates most of the misrankings en

countered earlier. The automa.tic contingency selection algorithm, however,
was not found to be sufficiently reliable.

Following ranking, AC load flows can be used to determined

which highly ranked cases are actually severe. Cases which do not lead to

system failure can be ignored. At some point; where several consecutively
ranked contingencies do not lead to a system failure, the process stops and it

is assumed that the remaining lower ranked cases do not cause system

failure.
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1.2. SCOPE OF THE THESIS,

Adequacy evaluation of a composite generation and transmission

systeiu involves the computation of system conditions fo.r all possible o.utage

conditions in the system in order to. determine voltage violations, line and

generator o.verloads,· violation of generator MVAR' limits etc., Extensive

wo.rk in this area h8.$ been done at the University. of Saskatchewan by· BiIlin

ton and Medicherla [20] and then by Billinton and Kumar [21]. A digit-.!

computer program (COMREL) for adequacy assessment o.f. a network using

fast decoupled load flow has been develo.ped.· The co.ntingency enumeration

approach used in the program is structured as shown in Figure 1-2.. Each

'co.ntingency is tested to. determine whether o.r not it causes any inun,ediate

system problem, If it does not,' a new co.ntingency is eonsideeed and tested.

The occurrence o.f a system problem may by itself be recorded as a . failure.

It ma.y, however, be possible to. eliminate a system pro.blem in many c�

by ecrrective action, A failure is. therefore recorded when co.rrective actio.n,
sho.rt· o.f. curtailing consumer loads, is insufficient to· eliminate the' system

problem,
.

The severity of a system problem may be assessed' by computing.
the amount and. location o.f. load . curtailment necessary to eliminate the

problem.

-.....----.-""Co.ntingency .

10 d n 'th
� . .

ifa o.W WI
.

corrective actron necessary

l
No S�i p::lem

..

Remedial action for co.rrecting system problem

'--'4---Calc:ulate adeqlacy indices

Figure 1-2: Contingency Enumeratio.n Approach Algorithm
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The adequacy indices determined. as shown in Figure 1-2 can be

. grouped .into two categories, namely load point and overall system indices.

The calculation of both load point and overall system indices are necessary

in order to obtain a complete picture of the overall system adequacy. These

indices do not substitute for each other but complement each other. A·

range of possible indices and the equipment outage models required to obtain

these indices are presented in Chapter 2.

The contingency enumeration approach as shown in Figure 1-2 in

cludes the evaluation of contingencies, the. classification of contingencies ac

cording to selected failure criteria and the accumulation of adequacy indices.

There is a wide range of techniques available for analyzing each. contingency.
The actual selection depends on the failure criteria and the intent behind the

studies. Adequacy indices are calculated using both· DC· and AC load flow

methods in Chapter 3 using: two test systems. A brief description of the

two test systems is included in this chapter. The .sherman-Morrison corree-

·

tion formula (22) is used to adjust the base case solution to efficiently
represent the line outages instead of rebuilding and refactorizing the· system
admittance.matrices for each line contingency. . The algorithm is applicable
to both DC. and deeoupled AC load flow methods. . Brief descriptions of the

DC and decoupled AC load flow methods· together with the application of
·

the Sherman-Morrison. correction formula to these methods are .provided in

Chapter 3 using a small test system. . The difFerences in the indices resulting
from using these load flow methods .&re also discussed. The. corrective ac..

· tions which are taken under the. outage of· an element and the required load

curtailment procedure are also described in Chapter 3•.

It
.

is not possible in the contingency enumeration process to

analyze all possible. contingencies because of· the required. computation time.

Varions . contingency cutoff criteria are presently utilized in order to limit. the

number of contingencies to. be considered. Several contingency cutoff ·criteria

and their effects· on adequacy indices are described in Chapter 4. The Inelu-
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sion of high level contingencies is necessary when calculating adequacy indices

for relatively. large power networks. This, however, results in a large com

putation time, because the total number of high level contingencies beeemes

very large. The computation time can be reduced by terminating a . contin

gency at a lower level and taking· the cumulative contribution from all suc

cessive states. This failure cutoff criterion has different effects on different

indices and these effeCts are discussed in Chapter 4 using the two test sys

tems. The implications on load point and system. indices associated with dif- .

ferent contingency levels are also demonstrated in this chapter.

One of the most widely used approaches to reduce the computa
tion time is to rank the outage contingencies using fast techniques and then

investigate these raIiked contingencies using an AC load flow method. This

procedure is terminated by an appropriate stopping criterion. Chapter 5

presents a series of adequacy indices·.evaluated using different ranking
methods. The computation time and the differences in the adequacy indices

compared to a base ease AC solution are presented.· Three different perfor
mance indices are used to obtain the ranking lists. These lists. can be

prepared .in two different ways and the advantages and disadvantages of

these ranking lists are discussed in Chapter 5. The ranking cutoff' criteria

and the. effects of a consecutive success cutoff criterion on computation time

and the number of contingencies examined are also presented in Chapter 5.

The DC load flow method does not provide any information

regarding the quality of the power supply delivered to a load point. The

bus voltages and the MYAR limits cannot be considered unless AC load flow

techniques are used. Deeoupled AC load flow equations are used in this

thesis to evaluate the base ease adequacy indices. The computation time .in

creases considerably when a decoupled load flow is performed for each eon

tingency. Instead of using decoupled load flow for each of the contingencies,
it is possible to employ an approximate eeleetion method. Efficient selection

algorithms for outages of generators, transmission lines and combinations of.
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these elements are discussed in Chapter 6. The selection method can be .

used to examine both the continuity and the quality of power supply at
.

major load centers for any type of contingency. The method is well suited

for large power networks because of the reduced computation time and

storage requirements. Th� application of the method and its comparison
with the base case and. ranking methods are illustrated using the two test

systems in Chapter 6. An efficient approach which avoids recursive use of

the Sherman-Morrison correction formula for multiple line outages is also

presented in this chapter. . The conclusions of the thesis are presented in

Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

ADEQUACY INDICES· AND
OUTAGE MODELS

2.1. INTRODUCTION

The basic objective of bulk power system planning is the economic

development of the generation and transmission facilities required to satisfy
the eustomer load demands at an acceptable level of quality and reliability.
Such a requirement invariably dictates the need for quantifying adequacy in

dices both for the system and for individual load points. There is, however,
no consensus in the industry as to which adequacy indices are the best.

This may simply reflect the actual. complexity of the problem which has

limited the progress of adequacy assessment, but it may also indicate the

variety of purposes for which adequacy indices may be used. For example,
it is not self evident that the indices best suited for measuring overall �

tem performance are also well suited for making system design decisions. It

may therefore be appropriate depending upon the failure criteria; to study a

variety of adequacy indices which convey meaningful information regarding
the performance of the system. and are also well suited to making system.

design/alteration decisions.

Individual load point adequacy indices are necessary to identify·
weak points in the system and to help establish optimum· response to equip-

.

ment investment. . These indices When obtained using a valid load model can
.

provide bulk system supply values for use in overall customer adequacy
evaluation and provide a quantitative indication of the relative contribution

of the three basic segments of generation, transmission and distribution.
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Overall system indices provide an appreciation of global adequacy which may .

prove more appealing to management and may be useful in the comparison
of . one system with another. They may not, however, be as sensitive· to the

addition of a line or generating element as the individual bus indices in the

immediate proximity.:of the added element.

Component outages may be classified into the two categories of

forced outages and scheduled outages. While forced outages are beyond the

control of the system operator, scheduled' outages can usually be postponed,
if neeeesary, to avoid putting the system in a precarious state. Bulk power

systems are usually designed to withstand, as a minimum, the foreed outage

of a single component. The major contribution to power system inadequacy
is, therefore, due to th� ov�lapping forced outages of two or more com

ponents. When the forced outages overlap a scheduled outage in the same

portion of the system, the effeet of the foreed outages may be much more

severe than that without the scheduled outage.

A selection of adequacy indices and the outage models

[2, 23, 24] required in the computation of these indices are given in this

chapter.

2.2. ADEQUACY INDICES

There are three fundamental parameters in the calculation of sys

tem. adequacy indices. These parameters are:··

1. Frequency of events.

2. Duration of events.

3. Severity of events.

Event probabilities can be derived from the event frequencies and durations

using the relation

Probability = Frequency * Duration
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Computationally it is often easiest to compute !h�_!!Vent probabilities and

frequencies from which the event durations 'are derived. The severity of an

event depends oil the components under outage, their relative importance and

their location in the network configuration. An outage event may atTect a

wide area of the system or' it may atTect only a small group of buses or per

haps a single bus. The adequacy indices should focus attention on those

portions of the system that are directly affected by the outage event. The

total contribution of all possible outage contingencies should indicate those

areas in the system which have low reliability and are prone to disturbances.

Overall system indices can not provide this information. It is therefore not

desirable to draw conelusions regarding the adequacy of a particular system

load point from overall system indices or bus average indices. Adequacy in

dices can be divided into two categories according to the way the severity of

outage events are measured. The two categories can be designated as

1. Load point indices.

2. System indices.

The need for determining individual load point indices is also necessitated·by
the fact that the effect of high level outage events is not uniformly' dis-

tributed. over the entire system. /First level and second level contingencies
I

may be sufficient to provide adequacy indices with a reasonable. accuracy at

some system buses. At other buses, higher level contingencies must be con

sidered before any significant problem is experienced.'

In a similar manner, varying· the load at each bus of a power sys

tem in equal proportion may not result in a proportionete. variation of the

indices at. each bus. This is due to the· fact that load flow studies involve .

the solution of non-linear simultaneous equations. The effect of' load varia

tion may not therefore be uniform at each bus, depending upon the network

configuration and the system ccmponent parameters.

In the studies shown in this thesis, .the main criteria selected for
.

derming unacceptable quality of power supply at a load point are:
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L The load point voltage being less" or greater than a specified min
imum or maximum value respectively· and/or

2. The inability of. the system to supply the load connected to that
bus without line overloads.

A comprehensive list of the indices [2,' 4, 20, 21, 23] considered is as follows.

These indices are usually calculated on an annual basis.

2.2.1. Load Point Indices

(a) Basic Values :

Probability of failure = E Pj Pij
j

(2.1)

Frequency of failure .
-
""" F.. Pi' .� # 1 (2.2)
j

where: j is an outage condition in the network.

Pj is the state. probability of the outage event j.

Fj is the frequency of occurrence of the outage event i.

Pij is the probability ·of load at bus k .exceeding the maxim1.lm load that can

be supplied: at that bus during the outage event j. For a fIXed load level

considered for a specific period of time, Pi; will be equal to zero if the total

load at bus Ie can be. supplied without any. problem but. Pij will be unity if.

there is' some problem in supplying the total load at b� k.

Ex.pected number of· voltage violatioas =
!

'" F·L" 1 (2.3)

I if.

where iEf) includes all contingencies whleh cause voltage' violation at· bus' k:

Expected number of· load curtailments. = L Fj
ifz"

(2.4)
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where ju: includes all contingencies resulting' in load curtailment at bus Ie

and jf.JJ' includes all contingencies which result in an isolation e>£ bus k,

Expected load curtailed· = L Lij Fi (MW)
jf.Z"

(2.5)

where L1;; is the load curtailment in MW at bus Ie to alleviate line overloads

arising' due to the outage �vent i. or load not supplied at an· isolated bus Ie

due to the outage event i-

ExpectE!d energy not suppl�

" LL' DI;' F·L...J . 1li1 1 1

jf:C,fI

(MWh) .

2: LI;j Pj' 8760.0
j£:C,1I

(MWh) (2.6)

w.here DI;; is the duration in hours of the load curtailment ·a.nsmg due' to

the' outage event j; or the duration in hours of the load curtailment at an

isolated bus Ie due to the outage 'event i.

Expected duration of load curtailment

- 'E Dlei F· (hours)1

j£z,1I

- LPi 8760.0 (hours)· (2.7)
ifs"

(b) Maximum VaIues :
.

. Maximum load 'curtailed in MW

(2.8)
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Maximum energy curtailed in MWh

(2.9)

M8.xim.um duration of load curtailment in hours

(2.10)

(c) Average values :

Average load curtailed in MW/curtailment

(2.11)

ju,,,

Average energy not supplied

� L"j Pj 8760.0

jiS"
(MWh/curtailment) (2.12)

jiS"

. Average duration of load curtailment

"DJ..' F·L.J .., ,

(hoursIcurtailment) (2.•13)

i(s"

2.2.2. System Indices

(a) Basic values :

Bulk Power Supply Disturbances (BPSD) :::;: L L Fj
" jiS"

(2.14)
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Bulk Power Interruption Index. (BPll)

L L Lkj Fj
k ils,r
-.-----

L·
,

Bulk Power Supply Average MW Curtailment (BPSAMC)

(MW/MW-Year) .

L L Lki Fj
k ;(S,r

(MW/disturbance)

Bulk Power Energy Curtailment. Index (BPECI)

L L 60.0 Lkj Dkj Fj
k ju,r

(system minutes)L,

This is also called 'Severity Index'.

Modified Bulk Power Energy Curtailment Index (MBPECI)

L l: Lkj Dkj Fj

L, 8760.0 .

where L, is the total system load.

(b) Average Values :

Average number of load curtailments/load point

Average load curtailed/load point =

L L Lkj Fj
k jls,r

(MW/Year)c

. (2.15)

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19)

(2.20)
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L'\
Averagt_7urtailed/load point

� � L". D". F·��.J 11

c (MWh/Year) (2.21)

Average duration of load curtailment/load point

L L fj)/q-
" jf. Z,1I

\

(hours/year)c (2.22)

Average number of voltage violations/load point

(2.23)

where C is the total number ·of load points in the system.

(e) Maximum Values :

Maximum system load curtailed in MW

(2.24)

Maximum system energy curtailed in MWh

These indices when calculated for a single fixed load level over a

period ·of one year·are . referred to as "annualized indices". In practical sys

tems, the load does not remain constant throughout the period and the effect

of a variable load level can be included in order to produce·mote repre

sentative "annual indices".
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If the values of any index are %1' %2' %" ••• , %n for load levels 'I'
'2' '" ... , 'n respectively and the probability of occurrence of the load levels

'I' '2' '" ... , .'n are PI' P2' PI' ••• , Pn respectively, .then the annual index! is

(2.26)

The basic and average· values for the annual indices will be dif

ferent frOin the annualized values obtain using the peak' load levels. The

maximum indices values remain unchanged as these represent the maximum

value of an index for any load level over the period of study.

Indices such -as the total number 'of voltage violation contingencies,
total number of load curtailment contingencies, total number of firm load

curtailment contingencies, total number 0( non-convergent .contingencies can

also be calcula.ted in addition to the indices shown in Equations (2.1). to

(2.25).

It is important to appreciate that . the two sets of load point and

systeIIl indices do not replace each other but actually complement each other. .

The load point indices are very useful in system design and. in comparing al

ternative system configurations and system alterations. They also· serve as

input indices in the adequacy evaluation of the distribution systems supplied

by the corresponding bulk power supply point. The overall' system indices

indicate the adequacy of the composite system to meet its total loed demand

and .energy requirements and therefore are quite useful to the system planner
and to the system manager. It. must be recognized, however, that it may be

difficult and sometimes misleading to draw conclusions regarding the ade

quacy of a p8rtieular system load point from the overall' system .indlees or

bus average indices.

,

The indices described above have' been calculated using
.

different

contingency evaluation approaches applied to two test systems in the follow

ing chapters. The indices resulting from the application of the decoupled
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AC load flow method are considered as the base values. The efficacy and
.

accuracy of different contingency evaluation approaches are then compared
with the base case. One concern· often raised in an

.

adequacy study is

whether the analysis is sufficiently thorough in regard to the number of out

age events that have been considered. The main constraint in considering a

large number of outage events is the computation
.

time requited to solve

these contingencies using an AC load flow method. In order to limit the

number of contingencies, different contingency cutoff criteria are presently
utilized.· Various cutoff criteria have different effects on different· adequacy
indices and are discussed in Chapter 4. . The objective is to . determine an

appropriate cutoff' criterion that can be used in contingency enumeration of

composite power systems.

2.8. FORCED OUTAGE TYPES

The forced outage of a component is defined as the complete
removal of the component from the system. The component on outage can

not therefore physically or. operationally assist the system in any way. Three

distinct categories of forced outage events can be illustrated with reference to

Figure 2-1.

(1) Independent Outage :

An independent outage results due to the failure of a single com

ponent. The cause of an independent outage is neither (&) a direct cause of

any other outage nor (b) a consequence of another component outage.· For

example, a fault on line 1 in the system shown in Figure 2-1 if cleared in a

normal manner, would only aft'ec:t line 1.

(2) Common Cause Outage :

One of. the most important modes of failure and one.which can

severely degrade the actual operating reliability is a common cause outage.

A common cause outage is an event having a single external cause with mul

tiple failure effects which are neither consequences of each other nor con

sequences of common protection system response [20]. Assume that transmis-
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6

1

B

2

o

3

5 4

Figure.2-1: Simple System For Outage Event Dlustration

sion lines 1 and 4 in the system shown in Figure 2,.1 are on the same tower

structure for part .

of their ·length.· This is a relatively common arrangement :

for adjacent lines. The outage of both lines 1 and 4 can
.

occur due to a

single cause such 8.$ a flood, vehicle or aircraft interference or events initiat

ing within the terminal facility.

(3) Station. Originated Outage:
This is a dependent multiple. outage event. that depends on the

.
protection system response to a fault on one component. The multiple. outage

may result trom either normal or abnormal protection system response. . The

. extent· of the outage may also be sensitive • to station. comlgUration. Ex

amples of· station originated outage events are:

1. Stuck breaker. For example, if any of the breaker of line 1 in

Figure .2-1 is stuck, a fault on line 1 would result in both. lines
1 and 6 out.

2. Tapped lines. For· example, a fault on line 2 would result. in lines
2,

.. 3, and 5·going out together.
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.

3. Breaker fault. For example, if there is a fault on the breaker com

mon to lines 1 and 6, both lines 1 and 6 would be removed from
service.

4. Bus section ·fault. For example, a fault on the bus section in sub
station B would remove lines 1 and 4.

2.4. STATE-SPACE MODELS

In order to compute probability, frequency and duration measures

of system reliability, outage models are normally presented using state

transition diagrams. Models for a single component outage, independent

multiple outages, common mode outages and station originated outages are

described in the following sections [26, 27).

2.4.1. Model For A Single Component Outage

The state transition diagram for a single component outage is

shown in Figure 2-2.

� = Failure rate

JJ = Repair rate

1
m = A.

= Mean in-service duration [years]

1
r = = Mean outage duration

.

II
[years]

Figure 2-2: Two State Model For Single Component Outage
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The probability, availability, unavailability and frequency measures for this

model can be derived as follows:

Availability,

A -

m.
(2.27)

m + r

= Probability of the component being in state 1.

Unavailability,

r

(2.28)U -

m + r

= Probability of the component being in state 2.

A + U = 1

I = A.A

= U.II·

= Frequency of transfer from the in-service to the
.

outage state ( failure frequency )

= Frequency of transfer from the outage to the in
service state ( restoration frequency ).

The basic outage data p�ameters required to support the single component

model are the failure rate ..\ and the repair rate II.

2.4.2. Model For Independent Overlapping Outages

The model for independent overlapping outages presumes that the

occurrence of one outage does not affect the probability of occurrence of

other outages. The model also assumes that the outage duration of one

component is not affected by whether or not other components are in service

or on outage. The state transition diagram for' two independent overlapping
.

outages is given in Figure 2-3. The probabilities for each of four states are:
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1 P2 A2 3
_.. -

1 Up1 Up -

2 Up 2 Down

. � ·�PlPI

�1 �l
�,

.

l'

1 Down 1 Oo\m
2 Up

...... .- 2 Down
-P2 �

-

2 2 4

Figure 2-8: Model For Two Independent Overlapping Outages

PI - .41A2
PIP2

Probability of both components up-
-

D

P2 - U1A2
�IP2

-
-

D
Probability of one component up

and one component down (2.29)
Ps - A1U2

Pl�2
-
-

D

P4 - ·U1U2
�1�2

Probability of both components down-
-

D
,

where, D = (�1 + Pl)(�2 + P2) and Ai and Ui are the availability and un-

a,·ailability of the ith component.
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The frequencies and durations for the different states are:

•

PI 1
11 P1(A1 + A2) r1

-
- -

11
-

(l1+A2)
P2 1

12 - P2(1'1 + A2) r2 = - =

12 (Pl+A2)
Ps 1

(2.30)la - Pa(Al + 10'2) rS -
- =

'a (A1+p2)

P.(pl 10'2)
p. 1

I. + r.
- -

- -

'. (10'1+10'2)

This type of model can be extended to three or more components on inde-

pendent overlapping outage.
.

The state transition diagram illustrating the
-

models becomes complex. as shown· bl Figure 2-4 for three independent over-

lapping outages but the equations for state probabilities, frequencies and

durations can be generalized from the two component cases.

(4)

(7)

Figure 2-4: Model For Three Independent Overlapping Outages
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The expressions for the state prebabillties and frequencies in Figure 2-4 are

as follows:

"'1#2I1S
P1(AI AS)PI .= 'I + A2 +

D
-

'\iIl2"'S
P2(PI ,\s)P2 = '2 - + '\2" +D

PI'\2"'S
PS(AI P2' + ,\s)Ps =. Is +

D
-

"'IP2AS
P.(AI "'s) {2.31}p. -

D I. - + '\2 +

'\1'\2PS
15 P5(Pl AS)Ps -

D
- + 112 +

'\IP2AS
/6 P6(Pl ,\ + ps)P6 - - +

D 2

"'1,\2,\S
P1(Al #S)P7 /1 = + P2 +

D

'\1'\2AS
'8 P8(PI +. ps)Ps ==

D
- +. P2

.

where D. = ('\1 + "'1)(A2 + 112)('\3 + Pa)

2.4.3. . Model For Common-cause .or. Station·· .originated .outages

. Figure 2-5 shows a possible' general model
.. for common-cause or

.

station originated outages. One of the two identical states when both com

ponents are out is due to independent overlapping. outages.' The other down

state 'represents common-mode or station originated outages with failure and

repair rates '\C (or '\s) and Pc (or pis) respectively. The expression [20, 28)
for the probability and the frequency of each state. for . this model are as fol

lows:
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P
#1#2#c

Pl(�1 . + �c)- 11 �2 +1
-

D'
-

P2
�1#2#c

P2(#1 �2)-

D 12 - +

P, =
#1�2#c

#2) (2.32)D Is - P8(�1 +

'\1�2#c
P4(#1 + #)P4 - 14 =

D 2

Ps
#1#2�c

PS(#c)-

D Is -

where, D = (�1 + #1)('\2 + #2)#c + #1#2'\c. The total probability of find

ing both components in the down state is· obtained by summing the

probabilities of states 4 and 5.

simultaneous outage

5 Ac:
1 DOwn te-----__
2 Down

f'c: 1
1 Up .

2 Up

1 Down
2 lip

2

lUp
2 Oown

3

1 Down
2 Down

4

independent overlapping outage

Figure 2-5: Model For Common-eause Or Station Originated Outages
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The severity assoeiated with an·· outage event increases as the

depth of contingency increases. It is, therefore, necessary to probe deeper

levels· in search of more severe load/energy curtailment situations. The num

ber of possible independent outage
.

events increases significantly as the con

tingency depth increases. . The computation time, therefore, increases con

siderably when high level independent outages are considered using an AC

load load flow method in the contingency enumeration appreaeh.: The com..

putation . time, however, does not increase very much with the addition of

common cause outages and station originated outages. . The basic concern of

this thesis is the reduction in computation time by reducing the number of

independent outages to be considered using an AC load flow method. Only

independent outages are therefore, considered in this thesis in order to com- .

pare the speed and accuracy of· different approximate. methods. Common

cause and station originated outages are
: not considered in. these studies.

The contribution to the adequacy indices from these outage events are very

significant but' it is necessary to examine these outage events using. an ac

curate method rather than using an approximate method as in the case of

independent outages. The effect of these outages,' however, can be considered

using the approximate methods without a significant increase in computation
time by modifying the probabilities and frequencies of the appropriate states

using Equation (2.32).

2.6. SUMMARY

Individual load. point adequacy indices are necessary to identify
weak points in the system and help to establish optimum response to equip
ment investment. These indices when obtained using a valid load model can

provide bulk system supply values for use in overall customer adequacy·
evaluation and provide a quantitative indication of the relative contribution

of the three basic. segments of generation, transmission and distribution.

Overall system indices provide an appreciation of global adequacy which may

prove more appealing to management and may be useful in the comparison
of one system with another. This chapter has presented a general review of
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the two types of indices. These indices are calculated using two test systems

and different contingency evaluation approaches in this thesis. The efficacy
and accuracy are then compared with the base case values. The bnplication
of different contingency c�toff criteria on adequacy evaluation of a composite

system are also discussed in Chapter 4 using the two sets of indices.

The outage models and the state space models for the component

outages have been reviewed in this chapter.· These models are used in the

calculation of the probability, frequency and duration measures associated

with different states. The number of possible independent states increases

tremendously as. the depth of contingency increases. The computation· time,

therefore, increases considerably when deeper level contingencies are con

sidered in the search for more severe load/energy curtailment situations.

The basic concern of this thesis is the determination of an approximate
method that will reduce the computational burden by finding the meaningful

contingencies that should be considered using an AC load . flow method. The·

contribution to the adequacy indices of common cause and station originated
. outages can be more significant than high level independent· outages. These

events may be lost if an approximate technique is loosely applied and there

fore the common cause and station originated events should be carefully eon

sidered. The computation time does not increase. very much with the ad

dition of these events using an AC load flow method. In this thesis, there

fore, . these outages are not considered in the examination of approximate
methods and only independent outages are considered in order to compare

the speed and accuracy of different approximate methods.

The indices described in this chapter can be calculated using dif·

ferent approaches. The approach depends on the intent behind the studies.

The indices are calculated using DC and decoupled AC load flow methods in

the next chapter in order to compare the relative merits and demerits of the

two approaches.
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Chapter 3

C·Q·NTINGENCY ENUMERATION
APPROACHES

3.1. INTRODUCTION

The contingency enumeration approach for adequacy analysis in

cludes the evaluation of contingencies, the classification of each contingency

aeeording to selected failure criteria and the accumulation of adequacy in- .

dices. Various contingency enumeration techniques, depending upon the

failure criteria and the intent behind the studies, are available in order to

analyZe the adequacy of a composite power system.

The contingency enumeration approach can be structured as shown

in Figure 1 ..2. This diagram is repeated in Figure 3-1. A contingency is

tested under . a specific base case condition in order to determine if the con

.
tingency causes any. immediate system problem. If it does not cause any

problem, a new contingency is taken and tested.

-......-----.....'Contingency .

Load flow with corrltive· action if neces�ary
t-- --systl· problem

1 y�

Remedial action for correcting system problem

....__..---Calculate adeqlacy indices

No

Figure 3-1: Contingency Enumeration Approach Algorithm
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The occurrence of a system problem may by itself be recorded as

a failure event. In many cases, however, it may be possible to adjuSt the

generation or one or more phase shifter in order to relieve overloads and to

adjust generator voltages or transformer taps in order to bring the bus vol

tages within range. It is therefore of iBterest to determine whether it is p0s

sible to eliminate a system problem by such corrective actions. A failure is

recorded when corrective actions, short of curtailing consumer loads, are in

sufficient to eliminate the system problem. The severity of such system

problems can be assessed by computing the amount and location of load cur

tailment necessary to eliminate the problem.

The following section introduces the two test systems which are

used throughout the remainder of the thesis to iUustrate the developed ade

quacy evaluation concepts.

3.2. TEST· SYSTEMS·

Adequacy eyaluation studles have been conducted in this .thesis

using. the following two test systems:

1. the Roy Billinton Test SYlitem and

2. the IEEE Reliability Test System [29].

The following is a brief description of these systems:

3.2.1. The Roy BillintoD Test System (RBTS)

This is a small composite power system. which can be used to

conduct a large number of adequacy studies with low computation time.

This system has been developed by Professor Roy Billinton and is utilized

extensively in the research work conducted by his power system reliability
research group. The single line diagram of this system is shown in

Figure 3-2. The bus data, the line data and the generator data. of this sys-
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.

tem are given in Appendix A. The system has 2 generator' (PV) buses, 4'
load . (PQ) buses, 9 lines and 11 generating units. The minimUDl aad ma.x�

imum ratings of the generating units for this' system are 5 MW and 40 MW

respectively. The total system generation is.' 240 MW and the ·tota.l system

load is 18.5 MW. The. voltage limits for this system' are assumed to be 1.05

and 0.97 p.u.

3.2.2. The IEEE Reliability. Test System (IEEE-RTS)

The single line diagram of this system is shown in Figure 3-3.

This 24 bus system was established by an IEEE Task Force in 1979. This

test system' is relatively large and is used extensively as a reference network

to test and develop different·methods for adequacy evaluation. The bus. data,
the line data and the: generator

.

data of this system are given in

Appendix. B. This system haS 10 generator (PV) buses, 10 load (PQ)
buses, 33 transmission lines and 5 transformers.· The total numbercf generat

ing units is 32. The minimum and ma.ximum rating of· the generating units

are 12 MW and 400 MW respectively. The total system generation is 3405

MW and total system load is· 2850 MW. The voltage limits for the system

buses are assumed to be 1.05 and 0.95 p.u.

3.3. NETWORK SOLUTION

The contingency' enumeration approech structure shown' in

Figure 3-1 can be. divided into the following two parts: .

1. contingency evaluation and

2. adequacy index computation.

The contingency evaluation segment encompasses the following steps:

1. .Making changes in the. configuration due to the outage of various
components.

2. Determination of system problems by load flow' analysis . .'
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lx40 MW

\10
4x20'MW
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2x40 MW
BUS 1lx20 MW 3

lxlO MW
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BUSt 2 7
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9 20MW
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Figure 3-2:. Single Line Diagram Of The RBTS
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Figure 3-3: Single Line Diagram Of The IEEE-RTS
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3� Taking any .eorreetive action, if necess'ary, such as rescheduling of
the. generating units, line overloads alleviation, correction of bus
voltages and. load curtailment at buses, etc ..

It can easily be appreciated that the contingency enumeration ap

proach will require a large number of network solutions if it is to consider

all generator and line outage conditions. This calls for fast solution tech

niques using simplified or approximate·methods. . Various techniques, depend

ing upon the adequacy criteria employed and the intent behind the studies

are available in order to analyze the adequacy of a power system. One of

the simplest approaches is to treat the system as a transportational
model [19) and to examine it in terms of its ability. to ensure the con

tinuity of power supply at various load centers. ·Approximate load flow

techniques, such as DC load flow etc., are quite simple and fast but only

provide an estimate of the line power flows, without including any estimate

of the bus voltages and the reactive power limits of the generating units,
etc.. If the quality of the power supply (proper voltage levels and correct

MVAR limits of the gserating units) is an important adequacy criterion,
then more accurate AC load flQW methods [30, 31) such as Gauss-Seidel,

Newton-Raphson and seeond order load flow techniques must be employed in

order to calculate the adequacy indices. These techniques are not often used

because they are computationally more expensive and have large storage re

quirements. Several computationally faster AC load flow techniques which

are modifications of the Newton-Raphson load flow approach are available.

The fast decoupled load flow technique is one of these methods." The follow-
\

ing is a brief summary of the network solution techniques studied in this

thesis.

!� ..n.>
r.l .. l)C/

6
!""
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One of the simplest network solution techniques applied in contin

gencies studies is the DC load flow. This approach uses the following linear

model:

[P] = [B] (6]

where:

(3.1)

[PI = vector of bus power injection,

fBI = system susceptance matrix and

[6) = vector of bus phase angle.

The system susceptance matrix [B] and the bus power injection vector [P] for
I J\

the RBTS data given in Appendix A are: given belowr
.., ( ,� )-� ;--;5 -':'1u;

'.
.---"

\ 'f-u
'L.. ",
- .:<--

� 5.417 0.0
,/--

., 0.0 27.7f/-'

fB] = :_ -3.333 -8�333 '

�. 0.0 -8.333

� 0.0 0.0
,/

and
1.0- --:) 1- \

-0.85

[P] - -0.40

-0.20

-0.20

j 5

-3�333 0.0

L
_'

0.0

-8.333 -8.333 0.0

. 20'0/"", -8.333 0.0

\ !

-8.333 \ 25.0 1 -8.333
\

. .

0.0 \ -8.333' .

8.333 v .">
\\ '" ..

>",,/' )
, yr -.I •. al

t ,/' � -,;
;.p

t'
......-*( ",",.. 1(,.
// :"V'

-l-, :i;'
I .."

The dimensions of [B) and [P] are 5x5 and 5xl respectively, as one bus is

specified as the "slack" or "swing" bus.
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The vector of bus phase angle [6] can be obtained by solving

Equation (3.1) using [B) and [Pl.

[6] -

-0.084411

0.138190

-0.075442

-0.103926

-0.127926

Optimal ordering and triangular factorization of the system suscep-

tance matrix are used' to achieve rapid solution time. The bus. phase angles,

computed using forward and backward substitution, are then Used to deter

mine the individual branch flows given by:

Ppq = (3.2)

where:
P
pq
= real power flow from bus p to bus q,

6
p

= phase angle at bus p,

6
f

= phase angle at bus q and

Xpq = reactance of the line between bus p and bus q,

It can be seen from Equation (3.1) .that for' a fixed set of· power injections

[P], if a line or lines are removed then both [B) and [6] will change from

their base case values. As an example consider the removal of line '4'. The

change in [B) will be
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0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.010.0 -8.333 8.333 0.0 0.0
,

[AB] =
I

0.0 8.333 -8.333 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

and

[B)new = [B) + [AB)
5.417 0.0 -3.333 0.0 0.0

0.0 19.445 0.0 -8.333 0.0

- -3.333 0.0 11.667 -8.333 0.0-

0.0 -8.333 -8.333 25.0 -8.333

0.0 0.0 0.0 .-8�333 8.333

Using equation (3.1)

[6)new =

-0.085865

-0.122351

-0.062838.

-0.098351

The new line flows can be calculated from Equation (3.2) using the new

values of [6] new' The· base case and the new line flows are given in

Table 3-1.

Voltage/VAR efTects and system losses are not considered. The

solution is fast and free of convergence problems.
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Table·3-1: DC Load· Flow Results

Busl - Bus Angle - --Line Flow
Line Without From To Without
No. Base Case Line 4 Bus Bus Base· Case Line 4

1 0.0 0.0 -1 3
. ·j{468947 0.477027

2 0.138190 0.145946' 2' 4 vO.356053 0.347973
3. -0.084411 -0;085865 ·1 2 -0.287895 -0.304054
4 -0.075442 . -0.062838 3 4. -0.074737 -0.191892
5 -0.103926 . -0.098.351 3 .5 ,fi.162632 0.104054
6 -0.127926 -0.122351 1 3 A.468947 0.477027
7 2 4 Al.356053 0.347973
8 4 5, 0.237368 0�295946·
9, 5 6 0.200000 0 ..200000

* All values in p.u .

. 3.3.2. Fast Decoupled Load . Flow Technique

The fast decoupled load flow technique is a good compromise be

tween AC and DC load flow approaches in regard to storage requirements
and solution speed. It can. also be used to check the continuity as well as

the quality of a' power system thus.meeting. the two important adequacy re

quirements. Initial work [201 reported on composite .• generation .and transmis..
·

sion . system adequacy utilized the fast decoupled load flow' algorithm
developed by Stott and. AIsa.c (32]. A brief description of the fast decoupled
load flow technique is given below.

The general equations for the power mismatch for all system buses

except the
.

swing. bus are' as follows .

[J1 :

J3 J2] [A6 ].J4 t:,.VIV
·

(3.3)
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The terms of the Jacobian matrix are the partial derivatives of· P and Q
with respect to V and 6.

The decoupled. load flow algorithms neglect· the weak coupling be

tween real power and voltage magnitude, and reactive power and voltage
phase angles. Neglecting the weak couplings noted above, Equation (3.3) be-

comes

[:J - [:1 :4] [::/�-

or, [�P]. - [J1] (�6) and (3.4)-

[AQ] - [J4] [�VIV] (3.5) .

-.

where:

P, = Active power mismatch at bus p,

Q, = Reactive power·mismatch at bus p,

A6, = Increment in the phase angle of the voltage· at bus p,

AV, = Increment in the magnitude of the voltage at bus p,

J's = Submatrices of the .Jacobian matrix,

6, = Phase-angle .of the voltage at bus p. and

V, = Magn�ude of the voltage at. bus p.

Equations (3.4) and (3.5) can be further simplified by making the following

assumptions, which are usually valid in a practical power system:

Cos(6,- 6,} � 1.0 ,

gpq . Sin(6,- 6,} «bpq and

�« b". v/
f
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where:

g + jb d
= series admittance of the line connecting the

" h·. .

bus p and q and .

� = reactive power at bus� r·
p

.

Using these assumptions, Equations (3.4) and (3.5) can be rewritten as fol

lows:

[AP] = [V.B'.V] [A6]

[AQ] = [V.B" .V] [AVIV} .

The final equations after making further physically-justifiable
simplifications [32] are given below .

. (APIV} = (B'] lA6]

[AQ/V] = [�"l (AV)
(3.6)

(3.7)

Both matrices [B'] and [B"] are real, sparse and contain <mly network· ad

mittances. Since [B') and [B"] are constant, they need to be inverted or

factorized only once at the beginning of the iterative process. The mag

nitude of the voltage at each load bus and the voltage phase angle a.t each

bus except the swing bus are modified as given below:

[V]neUl = [V)old + [AVI·

Power mismatch [AP] and [AQ] are calculated for these new values of bus.

voltage and bus angle. Equations· (3.6) and ·(3�7) are iterated in some·

defined manner towards an exact solution i.e. when power mismatches are

less than the tolerances.

In the case of RBTS, [B'] is the same as [B) given. in Section

3.3.1. The [B �'J matrix for this system is



_.,<.<'

I�
� 27.707

" -8.333
:::

[B"] -

5: -8.333·
.

-8.333
-

-S.3;(' -

:�:!;;----�.rl-- 8S: ,. --i;,
I

�8.333 0.019.831

24.957 -8.333

� 0.0 0.0 -8.333 8.319

The base case results using Equations (3.6) and (3.7) are given in Table 3-2;

The decoupled load flow results with line '4' on outage are given in

Table 3-3.

Table 3 ..2: Decoupled Load .Flow Result

(Base Case)

Bust Line Flows
Line Bus Voltage Bus Bus ptoq
No. Qg Mag Ang p q Real Reactive

1 0.08585 1.05000 0.00000 1 3 0.489 . 0�023
2 -0.13822 1.05000 0.12673 2 4 0.358 -0.036
3 1.03146 -0.08024 1 2 -0.277 0.040
4 1.02989 -0.07304· 3 4· -0.059· 0.017
5 1.02743 -0�09963 .. 3 5 0.172 -0;004
6. 1.02357 -0.12262 1 3 0.489 .0.023
7 2. 4 0�358 ·.;.0.036
8 4 5 0.231 -0.027

.9 5 6 0.201 -0.010

* All values in p.u,
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Table 3-1: Deeoupled Load Flow Result.'.
.

(Line 4 Out)

Bus/ . Line Flows
Line Bus Voltage Bus Bus p to q
No. Qg Mag Ang p q Real Reactive

1 0.09391 1.05000 0.00000 1 3 0.496 .0.025
2 -0.12930 . 1.05000 0.13298 2 4 0.351 -0.031
3 1.03101 -0.08136 1 2 -0.290 ··0.044
4 1.02702 -0.06284 3 4 0.000 0.000
5 1.02572 -0.09518 3 5 0.126 0.015
6 1.02185 ..0.11824 1 3 0.496 0.025
7 2 4 0.351 -O.03l
8 4 5 0.277 -0.044
9 5 6 0.201 -0.010

* All values in· p.u.

3.4. SHERMAN-MORRISON CORRECTION·

The Sherman-Morrison correction formula can be used to obtain

load flow solutions under circuit outage. conditions. Instead of rebuilding and

refactorizing
.

the system admittance matrices for each line contingency; a

simple correction formula is used to adjust .the base.solution . to effectively

represent the line outage. The algorithm is applicable. to both the DC and

the decoupled . load flows.

Essentially, the correction factors can be computed by one forward

and backward substitution using the. original factorized system admittance

matrix and. the
.

base . solution vector. Multiple· line
.

out�ges can be

represented by applying the formula recursively, and updating the solution

vector at each step.
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Application to the DC load. flow :

The base case de load flow solution can be represented by the equation···

. [PI = [B] [6]

[6) = [Bl� 1 [PI (3.8)Of,

where all the quantities of Equation (3.8) are already defined. The outage of

line 'I' connecting buses 'p' and 'q' can be reflected in [B) by

(3.9)

where b = - (LO/X'f) and til is a column vector with all elements· zero ex

cept element. 'p' which is +1 and element 'q' which is -1. Applying the SM
.

correction formula,

[B]-lnew .;_ {BJ-I - e [B]-l mmt IBJ�1
= [B]-l - C [Z] mt (B]-l

where [Z] = [Br I m and

c = { l/b + mt [BrIm }-l
= { l/b + Z" - Zq }-l.

(3.10)

(3.11)·

The solution to the outage problem, from Equation (3.8) is

[6]
.

= { [B]-l - c [Z] rill [Br1 } [PI
. new

.

..:.. [6] - c [Z] mt [B)-l [PI
= [6] - e (6, - 6f) [Z]

= [6] + [�61.. (3.12)

Using' the example. given previously and taking the' base case answer from'

Table 3-1, .
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c = -21.39642 and

-0.040421 0.006231

0.007579 0.001168

[Z] - -0.065684 (416) = 0.010125

-0.029053 0.004479

.-0.029053 0.004479

The new angle vector [6}new can be found by using Equation (3.12) and is
.

exactly the same 8$ that given in Table 3-1.

Equation (3.11)' can be duplicated recursively for multiple outages:

[61] = [60] - C1 [Zl] mit [601 .

[621 = [611 - c2 [Z2) �t 161]

[6s] = [62] - c3 [Z3] m,t ['2]
.

{3.13)

where, the -subscripts 0,1,2,3 repreSent the base case, single contlngency..
double' contingency and triple contingency. respectively and.

[Zl) = [Br-1 =.

[Z2] = [Br"l � + c1 [Zl] �lt [B}-l �
= (1 + c1 [Zl) m{ ) {Br1 � .

c2 = 1.0/( I/b2 + �t [Z2] )

[Z3] = (1 + � [Z2] �t).(1 + c1 [Zl] mit) {Br1 m,

(, .� 1.0l( I/bs + mst [Z3])

(3.14)
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Application to the deeoupled load flow

Equation (3.6) or (3.7) can be represented in the base case problem as fol

lows.

[R1 = [Bol [Eo] (3.15)

The outage of line 'I' connecting bus 'p' and 'q' can be given by·

Equation (3.9) as

Depending on the types of the connected buses, only one row; 'p' or 's'
might be present in [B '), in which case either � or mq is zero.. If' both the

connected buses are PV or. if one is a PV bus and the other is·a slack bus,
then [B

�

'] requires no modification. The iterative process is repeated Using
the original lower and upper triangular (LU) factors of [Bo] with a correc

tion for the solution vector [Eo] ( i.e. voltage or phase angle.) at the end·

of each iteration. obtained using Equation (3.12) .. The equation in this ease

is

[El] = [Eo] -. e [Z) me [Eo] .

The result will be the same· as that shown in Table· 3-3 for the outage of

line '4'.

The above process can .be applied recul'Sively for multiple simul

taneous outages. The solution [E). is eorrected successively· as the effect of.
each line outage is introduced in a similar manner to that described for [oj.
by the set of Equations (3.13) and (3.14). The SM correction formula is ap-

. .

plied for line
.

outage
.

contingency evaluation in order· to save computation
time with both DC and decoupled AC load flow throughout the remainder of ..

this thesis.
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3.5. CORRECTIVE ACTION

The occurrence of· a . system problem may by itself be. recorded as

a failure event. . In many eases, however, it may be possible to eliminate a

system problem by taking appropriate corrective action.· It is therefore of in

terest to determine whether it is possible to eliminate a system problem by
corrective action. In these studies, the following corrective actions are con

sidered to alleviate different system problems.

1. Generation rescheduling in the event of capacity deficiency in the
system.

2. Load curtailment in the event of a system problem.

3. Generator MVAR limit violation correction.

4. Voltage limit correction and ill-conditioned network situation cor

rection . with decoupled load flow methods.

5. Solution of the reduced system in the event of bus isolation and a

split network.

6. Line overload alleviation.

A brief description of each of the above situations
.

is
.

as follows:

3.5.1. Rescheduling Of Generation

In the case of generating unit outages, the remaining units In the .

system are rescheduled so as to meet· . the generation deficiency· created by the

removal of the generat.ing units on outage. Assume that the :

generation at

bus i is less than the scheduled generation due to the outage of a generating

.

unit connected to this bus. The generation at other .PV buses which have

available reserve capacity are increased proportionately using the following
relation assuming that reserve capacity at those buses are available:

(sche,duled generation - capacity available) at bus i

total reserve available in the system
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In the case of isolation of a generator·bus due to line outages, the .

same procedure is used to compensate for the generation deficiency if the

available generation is greater· than total system load.
.

3.5.2. Load Curtailment

The total load of the system may become higher than the total·

available gener.ated power due to generator outages or the isolation of

generators due to line outages. If the above situations occur, or if the swing .

bus is overloaded due to a disturbance, the load is· curtailed at selected sys-
.

tem buses. . The load at each bus
.

can be classified as

1. firm load and/or

2. curtailable load.

The curtailable load can be represented as some percentage of the total load

at a bus based on. the Individual load point requirements. In the case of a

deficiency in generating capacity, the curtailable load is. interrupted fll'St, fol

lowed by the curtailment of firm load if necessary. The curtailment of load

can. be decided in a number of ways depending upon the relative priority

given to each major load center. In. this study the following lo.d curtail

ment philosophy [21] is used for load curtailment.

Load· Curtailment· Procedure.

In the event of generator outages, loads are curtailed from those

buses at which the generators on outage are physica.lly connected and one

line away
. and receiving power from these generator buses. In the event of

line outages, loads are curtailed from the receiving end buses of the lines on

outage and buses which are one line away and. receiving power from these

receiving end buses. In the event of both generator· and line outages, loads

are curtailed from those buses at which the generators on outage are physi
cally connected and from the receiving end buses

.

of : the lines on outage and
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buses which are one line away and. receiving power from these receiving end

buses. The swing bus overload is alleviated by proportional interruption of
.

the eurtailable load from the buses discussed above.

The firm load is curtailed proportionally if the. swing bus remains

overloaded after ·removing the curtailable load. At those buses which have

local generation as well as load, only that amount of firm load is curtailed

which is in excess of the local generation..

3.5.3. Generator MVAR Limit Correction

In the case of generator MVAR limit violations,. Q-limits of PV

buses are corrected using sensitivity factors [32]. The contingency is treated

as a failure event if the Q-limits of the PV buses are still violated..

3.5.4. Correction For Voltage Limit And ID-eonditioned Network

Situations

The outage of one or more components may result in voltage
violation at some system buses and sometimes the . AC load flow may not

converge. This non-eonvergeaee may be a defmite divergence i.e. there is no
. I

solution possible for the operating conditions under which the load flow
.

is

being solved. Most non-convergence cases can be solved by rescheduling the

generating units. The adjustment· of the generation schedule can be done by

monitoring the bus angle deviations [21). The voltage limits at the voltage

violating buses are corrected by injecting reactive power at these.buses. The

amount of reactive power required
.

to correct the voltage violations at the

system buses for an outage event are calculated using a heuristic
.

algorithm [21].
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3.5.5. Bus Isolation And Split Network Solution

The isolation of one or more buses due to line outages is recog

nized separately. The adequacy indices for isolated buses are calculated

depending upon the available generation and the connected load at these

buses. An AC load flow is conducted. on the remaining system and the ade

quacy of the reduced system is evaluated. If the line outage result in a

split network, the adequacy of each network· is evaluated. A simple and

faster but less accurate approach [21] has been used in order to save storage

requirements associated with calculating the admittance matrices for each

separated network and to reduce the computation time.

3.5.6. Line Overload Alleviation

Line overloads are alleviated by· a generation rescheduling and load·

shedding algoritlun. [20, 33}.

3.6. SYSTEM STUDIES

The test systems described in this chapter are used. to compare

the relative merits of DC load flow and decoupled . load flow network solu

tions for adequacy studies. The load bus indices and the system· indices

described in Chapter 2 have been computed. The studies are performed

using the Sherman-Morrison correction for line outages.

3.6.1. The RBTS

The total number of contingencies of various types are shown in

Table. 3-4 for the RBTS. The probabilities and frequencies of load point
failure are shown in Table 3-5. . Both tables provide results from DC and

decoupled load flow analyses. These tables indicate. that the DC load flow

. method provides optimistic adequacy indices compared with those obtained
.

using the decoupled method. This is due' to the fact that the DC load flow

method provides an approximate estimate of .the . line flows without including
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any estimate of the bus voltages and MVAR limits of the generating units,

etc, etc ..

Table 3-6 shows the, other bus indices together with the system
indices obtained using the two methods. No simple comment can be, drawn

from these results. The DC load flow method results, in optimistic, adequacy
indices at some buses while at other buses the results are pessimistic. This

is due to the algorithms used for corrective action. The' line over-load al

leviation technique, generation rescheduling for non-convergent, and, voltage '

limit violation 'problems and the amount of load, curtailment at different

buses depends on bus voltage magnitude, bus voltage angle and the degree of

line overloads etc., etc ..
, These quantities are all different fot, the two

methods.

Table 3-4: Total Number Of Different Contingencies
For The RBTS Lurto 2klV l� . \,Q.o\,-.h��,...UJl..:')

Number of
DC

Load Flow
Decoupled
Load Flow,

generator contingencies considered
line contingencies. considered
generator-line contingencies considered
.voltage violation contingencies
MYAR limits violation contingencies
no convergence contingencies
load curtailment contingencies
isolation contingencies
split network contingencies ,

firm load' curtailment contingencies

66
45,
99
o
o
o
58
20
1

29

66
45
99
1
o
o

"63
20
1

30
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Table 3-5: Probability And Frequency Of Failure For Up
To Second Level Contingencies - .. RBTS

Bus
DC Load Flow

Failure . Failure .

Prob. .Freq.

Decoupled LOad Flow
Failure Failure
Prob. Freq.

2 0.00539921
.

2.11278009 0.00539921 2.11278009
3 0.00771669 3.38236403 0.00778914 3.51306963
4 0.00539921 2.11278009 0.00544047 .2.18719864
5 0.00000103 0.00186768 0.00004460 . 0.08048595
6 0.00111591 1.09532666 0.00111823 1.09952664

3.6.2. The IEEE-RTS

Table 3-7 shows the different numbers of contingencies encoun

tered when studying the IEEE-RTS using the two different methods.· The

calculated adequacy indices for the IEEE-RTS are shown in Tables 3-8 and .

3-10. These tables illustrate that the adequacy· indices obtained by a

decoupled load flow solution are significantly different when compared with

those obtained using a DC load flow solution. The reasons are basically
similar to those given earlier for the RBTS.
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Table 3-6: Load Point And System Indices For Up To Second Level
Contingencies - RBTS,

Bus

Load Curtailed
, (MW)

DC Decoupled

Energy Curtailed

(MWh)
DC Decoupled

Duration of Load
Curtailment' (Hrs)
DC Decoupled

BUS INDICES

Maximum Values :

, 2 17.2424 6.3088 ,

3 30.6196
'

30.6248
4 36.2688 40.0000
5 20.0000 20.0000
6 20.0000 20.0000

Average Values :

2 2.115 ,2.095
3 10.001 10.126
4 4.234 4.102
5 20.000 0.528

6, 20.000 18.890

'SYSTEM INDICES,

IEEE Indices :

BPn,
'

BPECI
BPSAMCI
,Severity Index
MBPECI

90.0848 90.0848 24.4019 24.4019
622.0276 622.1331 22.5212 22.5212
180.1697 193.5916 24.4019 24.4019
9.6.7429 96.7429 4.8371 4.8559
187.4212 187.4212 ',9.3711 9.3711,

47.398 47.316 22.407 22.589
198.026 193.319

'

'19.801
'

19.091
94.814 91.680 22.392 22.350
96.743 2.557 4.831 4.839

"

178.492, 178.492 8.925' 8.925

DC Deeoupled

,0.37398
6.30242'
14.31430

378.145
0.00071945

MW/MW-Yr
MWh/MW-Yr'
MW /Disturbance
System-Minutes

0.38334,
6.35316
14.29842

381.190
0.00072525

Average Values (per, load point per year) .:

No. of load curtailments 1.74102 1.79693
,No. of voltage violations

before reactive eomp. added 0.00000 0.00252
after reactive comp.' added 0.00000 0.00000'

No. load curtailed 13.83726 14,.18361 MW
No. energy curtailed 233.18942 ' 235.06697 MWh
No. -of hrs of load' curtailment 34.39536 34.66684 Hrs

Maximum values :,

Load curtailed 53.51 47.18 MW
Energy curtailed 653.12 653.12' MWh
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Table 3-'1: Total .Number Of Different Contingencies.
For The IEEE-RTS

Number of
DC

Load Flow
Decoupled
Load Flow

generator contingencies considered
line contingencies considered
generator-line contingencies considered
voltage violation contingencies
MVAR limits violation contingencies
no convergence contingencies
load curtailment contingencies
isolation contingencies
split network contingencies
fmn load 'curtailment. contingencies

528
741
1216

o
o
o

31
76
1

9

528
741
1216
350

4

o
64
76
1

24

. Table 3-8: Probability And Frequency Of Failure For Up
To Second Level Contingencies - IEEE-RTS'

DC Load Flow Decoupled Load: Flow
. Bus Failure Failure Failure Failure

Probe Freq. Probe Freq.

3 0.00000005 . 0.00008713 0.00132613 0.72949868
4 0.00000004

.

0.00008452 0.00025943 0.31919447
5 0.00000003 0.00006755 0.00000018 0.00028553·
6 0.00000017 0.00023035 0.00076723 0.46460283 .

7 0.00000000
.

0.00000000 0.00019866 0.24492209
8 0.00003486 0.04263397 0.00019866 0.24492209
9 0.00003491 0.04272110 . 0 ..00012008 0.09661487
10 0.00003486 0.04263397 0.00008319 0.07569432
13 0.02374105 11.16824627 0.02388739· 11.27226639
14 0.00263052 1.36399686 0.00263114 1.36488354
15 0.01850737 8.37461281 0�01850748

.

8.37481689
i6 0.00526099 2.72790118 0.00526187 2.72915745 .

18 0.03012161· 13.84753036 0.03012161
.

13�84753036
19· 0.00263046 1.36389697· 0.00263157 1.36548626· .

20 0.01386620 6.46329308 0.01386678 6.46417713
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Table 3-9: Load Point Indices For Up To Second Level
Contingencies - IEEE-RTS

Load Curtailed
(MW)

DC Decoupled

Energy'Curtailed
(MWh)

DC Decoupled

Duration of Load
Curtailment (Urs)
DC DecoupledBus

Maximum Values :

3 83.7058 178.9310 397.1523 1433.3074 4.744� 20.0309
4 74.0000 ·74.0000 321.9699 497.5966 4.3509 6.7243
5 71.0000 71.0000 308.9048 308.0048 4.3.;OS 4.3508
6 136.0000 136.0000 859.5032 . 870.1503 6.3199 12.9661
8 27.8594 51.9404 .200.5798 235.7597 7.3791 7.3791
9 81.8265 175.0000 388.2357 1393.4929 7.3791 20.0309
10 31.7694 96.2235 228.7314 1247.6423 7.3791 12.9661
13 53.0000 53.0002 1189.4282 1189.4282 22.4420 22.4420
14 194.0000 194.0000 920.4813" 920.4813 16.8949 16.8949
15 84.0406 . 84.0864 2040.6860 2041.7960 24.2821 24.2821
16 44.1853 48.7579 209.6537 231.3503 16.8949 16.8949
18 209.0525 209.3679 5076.2402 5083.8999 24.2821 24.2821
19 8.5580 54.9451 144.5854 249.3978 16.8949 16.8949
20 48.7813 48.7823 1094.7511 1094.7734 22.4420 22�4420

Average Values :

3 83.706 85.900 397.152 1107.745 4.745 12.896·
4. 74.000 72.079 321.970 483�422 . 4.351 6.707
5 71.000 71.000 308.905 3OS.905 4.351 4.351
6 136.000 67.341 859.503 866.247 6.320 12.862
8 14.111 14�090 102.492 102.038 7.263· 7.242
9 14.579 67.295 105.468 731.266 7.234 10.867
10 16.092 50.446 116.877 601.292 7.263 11.919
13 28.127 28.361 550.426 551.466 19.570 19.445
14 7.733 7.754 130.470 130.697 16.873 16.855
15 36.797 36.811 794.922 795.194 21.603 21.602
16 4.508 4.520 76.146 76.291 16.890 16.878
18 56.053 ·56.097 1218.958 1219.974 21.741 21.747
19 1.202 7.230 121.673 121.893 16.895 16.859
20 19.194 19.193 404.984 404.927 21.099 21.098
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Table 3-10: System Indices For Up To Second Level
Contingencies - IEEE-RTS

DC Decoupled

IEEE Indices :

BPU
BPECl
BPSAMCI

. Severity Index
MBPECI

0.54637
11.53239
100.72269
691.943
0.00131648

Average Values (per load point per year) :

No. of load curtailments
. No. of voltage violations

before reactive comp. added
after reactive comp. added

Load curtailed
Energy curtailed
No. of hrs of load curtailment

.2.67282
.

0.00000
0.00000
91.59813

1933.37134
49.91300

Maximum Values :

Load curtailed
Energy curtailed

293.09
7116.93

0.55459
11.63316
101.53759
697.989
0.00132799

MW/MW;'Yr
MWh/MW-Yr
MW/Disturbance
System..Minutes

2..69037

0.11807
0.00000
92.97491 MW

1950.26453 MWh
50.13282 Hrs

352.87 MW
7125.70 MWh.

3.'1. SUMMARY

The two test systems on which adequacy studies have been con

ducted. are described in this chapter. The RBTS is a small and relatively
. simple configuration. This system is suitable for conducting a large number

of adequacy studies with. low computation time. The IEEE-RTS system is

a relatively large standard configuration, which has been used extensively as

a reference network for testing and comparing ditTerent· methods of adequacy
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evaluation. A brief description of different methods such as DC load flow,.

decoupled load flow and the Sherman-Morisson correction formula,. which

were investigated for use in the evaluation of adequacy indices are,· also given
in this chapter. The DC load flow method is relatively simple and fast but

does not provide any estimate of the bus voltages and the reactive power

limits of the generating units. It was shown in this chapter by using the

two test systems that the adequacy indices obtained using the DC load flow

method are quite different. from those obtained using the decoup1ed load flow

method. This conclusion dictated the basic use of the deeoupled load flow

method for contingency evaluation in the studies shown later in this thesis.

The computation time for contingency enumeration will increase if

the system admittance matrices are rebuilt and refactorized for each contin

gency. The Sherman-Morrison correction formula can be used instead, to ef

fectively represent the line outages. The algorithm. is applicable to both DC

and decoupled load flows and is presented in detail in this chapter using the

RBTS.

.The number of possible contingencies increases tremendously with

the contingency level. The results provided in this chapter illustrate the

necessity of using the decoupled AC load flow for contingency .evaluation in

order to obtain more realistic results. This requirement, however, increases

the computation time considerably. Different contingency cutoff criteria are

presently used : to reduce the computation time by limiting· the number of

contingencies to be considered. These cutoff criteria and their effects on ade- .

quacy indices are discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

CONTINGENCY CUTOFF CRITERIA AND
THEIR EFFECT ON ADEQUACY INDICES·

4.1. INTRODUCTION

It is desirable to consider all possible states when calculating. the

adequacy indices of a power system. It is not possible to consider all the

possible states, however, due to the computational burden. In order to limit

the number of contingencies, fixed criteria such as the selection of a level of

contingency and/or variable criteria such as probability/frequency cutoff·

limits and/or ranking cutoff limits etc. are presently used. The. selection of

a criterion depends upon various factors such as· the size of the system, the

probabilities and frequencies of the outage events, the severity associated with·

an outage event, the. purpose of the adequacy studies and the computation
time required to evaluate each outage contingency. The effects of different

cutoff criteria on adequacy indices are discussed in this chapter.

4.2. CONTINGENCY EVALUATION CUTOFF

CRITERIA

. In order to obtain more indicative adequacy indices, outages.of in

dividual generating units, lines and transformers in combination with generat

ing units, lines and transformers should be considered in an adequacy evalua

tion study. Treating generating units, lines arid transformers as separate ele

ments increases the flexibility of on adequacy evaluation approach. but the

number of possible states which represent outage contingencies also increases

tremendously. Table 4-1 shows the ·total number of possible states for the

two test systems studied in this thesis.
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Table 4-1: Total Number Of Possible 'States For The
Two Test Systems

Test
System

Total

Components

Number Of States Up To
Contingency Level

1st 2nd 3rd 4th
Total Possible

States

RBTS 20 20 210 1350 6195 1048575

IEEE-RTS " 70 70 2485 57225 974120 11805918* 1014

It is essential vto consider all contingency states in calculating, the

adequacy indices of a power system. It is, however, quite clear from.

Table 4-1' that it is impossible to 'atteIl)pt to calculate the contribution of all

states. In order to capture the credible contingencies, while ai' the same

time economize on the amount of computation required by limiting, the, num

ber of contingencies to be studied, the following contingency evaluation, cutoff

criteria can, be used,

1. Fixed criteria: With, these criteria, contingencies are studied up to
a certain level e.g. lJP to the rlrSt level or up to, the, second, level
and so ()n.,

2. Variable criteria:

a. Failure cutoff: With this criteria a contingency evaluauon:
will not proceed into deeper levels from the present state if
failures are encountered. -This assumes that problems caused
by a contingency will not improve if additional components
are removed from service.

b. Event probability/frequency cutoff: A specific,' value of
probability jfrequency cutoff limit,' is specified in this, case.
Those contingencies with associated probability /frequency
values higher than the specified ,values are' solved, by the

contingency enumeration approa.ch and those with lower

proba.bilities/frequencies than the specified value are ignored.
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c. Ranking cutoff: In this case, all the possible contingencies up
to a certain contingency level are arranged according to

severity. . Contingency enumeration approaches solve contin

gencies from top towards bottom and stop at the point when
some specified consecutive contingencies are not creating
problems. This method is described in detail in the next

chapter.

3. Mixed criteria: A combination of the above can be used to limit
the number of contingencies to be solved.

In addition to selecting an appropriate cutoff criterion, an effective

way to reduce the computation time is to sort out the identical elements and

calculate the adequacy indices by solving the AC load flow for only one con

tingency. The contribution of the remaining identical contingencies is cal

culated by multiplying the adequacy indices for this contingency by the num

ber of identical contingencies.

4.3. CONTINGENCY LEVEL CUTOFF CRITERIA

Recent investigations [21, 34] have indicated that the inclusion of

high level contingencies is necessary when calculating adequacy indices for

relatively large networks. There is, however, no dermite contingency level

that can be specified as sufficient for an systems. The maximum depth ean

be selected according to a desired probability cutotT which can be based on

the component outage data.

The sum of the probabilities of all independent outage contin

gencies up to the fourth contingency level for the two test systems are

shown in Table 4-2. The sum of the probabilities for all possible outage
:

contingencies in any system is unity. As seen from Table 4-2, for the

RBTS, the sum of the probabilities. of contingencies up to the second con

tingency level is. close to unity. 99.35% of the total contingency p�bability
is contributed by the rll'St and second level contingencies and the remaining

portion is contributed by the contingencies beyond the second contingency
level. In the case of IEEE-RTS system, the sum of the probabilities of
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Table 4-2: Sum or The Probabilities For Different Contingency
Levels For The Two Test SystelllS

.

Contingency
Description

Probability
% or Total
Contingency
Probability

Contribution
From Line +
Generator Cont..

For The RBTS

all comp. in 0.79378355
total cont. 0.20621645-
1st level cont. 0.97800913

2nd level cont. 0.99866265

3rd level cont.. 0.99994200
4th level cont.· 0.99997926·

For The IEEE-RTS

all comp. in
iotal cont.
1st level cont.
2nd level cont.
3rd level cont.
4th level cont.

0.23045120 .

0.76954880
0.58153069

0.83524644

0.95110387

0.98643482

89.77

99.35

99.97

99.99

0.41713240* 1<r2
.

0.41423630* 10-3
0.56862591* 1(r5

45.62

78.59

93.65

98.24

0.88586016*10'"2
0.63405256* 10'"2
0.62273158* 10'"3

cont. = contingency or contingencies
comp. = components

contingencies up to the second contingency level is 78.59% and up to fourth

contingency level is 98.24%. The remaining 1.76% is contributed by the . con

tingencies beyond the fourth. contingency level. It can therefore be reason

ably deduced that as the size of a system increases, the calculation of ade

quacy indices by lower level contingencies will provide optimistie results.

This is due to the fact that as the number of .components in a system· in

creases, the probability and the frequency of an independent outage involving
three or more components increases to the point at which they can not be

ignored. The testing of higher level independent outages is, therefore, neees

sary when calculating adequacy indices. In this study, independent outages
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up to the third contingency level��urlh level generating unit outages

are considered. The reasons for not considering fourth level outages of trans

mission lines. and fourth level combinations of transmission lines and generat

ing units [i.e. 3 lines, 1 generator + 2 lines, 2 generators + 1 line, 3

generators) are as follows:

1. The probability contribution of these outages are 5.6862591*10-06
and 6.2273158*10-04 which are 0.002757422% and 0.080921649%
respectively of the total contingency probability for the RBTS
and the IEEE-RTS respectively.

2. The total number of possible states, 4,515 for the RBTS and

880,935 for the IEEE-RTS, are very large and for this reason

alone the computation time even with an approximate selection

process (discussed in Chapters. 5 and 6) will be very high.

·4.3.1. Effect Of Contingeney Levels On Adequacy. Indices

The two test systems described in Chapter 3 can be USed to show

the etTect of contingency levels on both the system and load point. indices.

The etTect of· higher level contingencies may not be uniform throughout the

system. At some buses, the indices can increase tremendously while at

others it can change only slightly. In these studies the term contingency
level has been defined as follows.

1.. 1st contingency level: Outages of one component (one generator or

one transmission line ) only.

2. 2nd contingency level: Outages of two components. i.e. outage of
two generators, two transmission lines or one generating unit and
one transmission line. A 2nd level contingency also includes all
1st level contingencies.

3. 3rd contingency level: Outages of three components 'i.e. outage of
three generators, three transmission lines, one generating unit and
two transmission lines or two generators and one transmission
line. A 3rd level contingency also includes all 2nd level contin
gencies.

4. 4th contingency level: Outages of four generators. A 4th level
contingency also includes all 3rd level contingencies.
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4.3.1.1. The· RBTS

Lower level contingencies provide . reasonably· accurate results: for a

relatively small system such as the RBTS. The total number of different

types of contingencies and the numerical values of the annualized bus indices

are shown in Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 respectively. Maximum .. values and

the average values of the bus indices are shown in Tables 4-5 and 4-6.

Table 4-7 presents the system indices. It. can be seen from the .above tables .

that the second contingency level provides the bulk of th� adequacy indices.

This is due to the fad that the sum of the probabilities up to the second

contingency level include· 99.35% of the total contingency probabilities as

noted in the previous section.

.

In. this system, bus 6 is radially· .ccnnected to bus 5 through
line 9. Bus 6 becomes isolated at the first contingency. level due to the out

age of line 9. Since bus 6 does. no.t have any directly connected. generation,
it experiences total load shutdown at the rltSt contingency level. The. effect

Table 4-3: Different Contingencies For The RBTS
At Various .Contingency Levels

Number ·Of Level Of Contingency
1st 2nd 3rd 4th

generator contingencies considered 11 66 231 561
line contingencies considered 9 45 129 129

generator-line contingencies considered. 0 99 990 900
.

voltage violation contingencies 0 1 35 ·35
MVAR limits violation contingencies 0 0 0 0
no convergence contingencies 0 0 44 44
load curtailment contingencies 1 63 741 1056
isolation contingencies 1 20 172 172
split network contingencies 0 1· 21 21
firm load curtailment contingencies 1 30 412 637
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Table 4-4: AnnualiZed Bus Indices For The RBTS
At Various Contingency Levels

<------- Contingency Level -,------>
Bus 1st level 2nd level 3rd level 4th level

Failure Probability
2 0.00000000 0.00539921 0.00619749 0.00622842 .

3 0.00000000 0.00778914 . 0.00870385 0.00873436
4 . 0.00000000 0.00544047 0.00629935 0.00633028
5 0.00000000 0.00004460 0!00020628 0.00020650
6 0.00090465

.

0.00111823 0.00116095 0.00116095

Failure Frequency
2 0.00000000 2.11278009 2.66062403 2.68401217
'3 0.00000000 3.51306963 4.22344923 4.24657631
4 0.00000000 2.18719864 2.81822467 2.8416128�
5 0.00000000 0.08048595 0.29277977 0.29293010
6 0.84566307 1.09952664 1.15878379 1.15878379

Total Load Curtailed (MW)
2 0.00 4.43 5.94 6.03
3 0.00 35.57 46.77

.

.. 47.46
4 0.00 8.97 13.58 13.91
5 0.00 0.04 0.44 0.44
6 16.91 21.91 22.60 22 ..60

Total Energy· Curtailed (MWh)
2 0.00 99.97 120.92 121.93
3 0.00 679.14 816.49 824.50 .

4 0.00 200.52 260.77 . 264.67
5 0.00 ·0.20 2.76 2.76
6 158.50 195.51· 199.74 199.74

of high level' outages on this bus is' negligible. The inerease in adequacy in

dices for bus 6 is not very significant as can. be seen from Tables 4-3

through 4-7. It can therefore be concluded that the fIrSt level contingencies

provide reasonably good results for the adequacy indices at load point 6.

None of the other buses, however, experience problems at the first contin..

gency level. The examination of higher order contingencies, therefore, is very

important for these buses.
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Table 4-5: Maximum Load Point Indices For The RBTS
At Various Contingency Levels

<------- Contingency Level -------->
Bus 1st level 2nd level 3rd level 4th level

Maximum Load Curtailment (MW)
2 0.0000 6.3088 20.0000 20.0000
3 0.0000 30.6248 84.8710 84.8710
4 0.0000 39.9998 40.0000 40.0000
5 0.0000 20.0000 20.0000 20.0000
6 20.0000 20.0000 20.0000 20.0000

Maximum Energy Curtailment. (MWh)
2 0.0000 90�0848 90.0848 90.0848
3 0.0000 622.1331 712.6442 712.6442
4 0.0000 193.5916 421.4537 520.3801
5 0.0000 96.7429 96.7429 96.7429
6 187.4212 187.4212 187.4212 187.4212

Duration.Of Load Curtailment (Hrs)
2 0.0000 24.4019 24.4019 24.4019
3 0.0000 22.5212 22.5212 22.5212
4 0.0000 24.4019 24.4019 24.4019

.

5 0.0000 4.8559 7.1151 13.0425
6 9.3711 9.3711 ·9.3711 9.3·711

Buses 5 and 6 form. a split network at the second contingency
level due to the removal of lines 5 and 8 and. as there is no generation in

this part of the system,. both buses experience total load curtailment. Bus 6
.

experiences total isolation due to a single level contingency and a major por
tion of the indices come, as previously noted, from the fust contingency
level. Bus 5, however, is not affected by fIrSt level contingencies and .only

experiences total load curtailment at the second contingency level. The con

tribution, therefore, from the second contingency level is the most significant
component of the adequacy indices.
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Table 4-6: Average Value Of Bus Indices For The RBTS
At Various Contingency Levels

.

<------- Contingency Level -------->
Bus 1st level 2nd level 3rd level 4th level

Load Curtailment (MW)
2 0.000 2.095 2.234 2.247
3 0.000 10.126 11.014 11.176
4 0.000 4.102 4.818 4.896
5 0.000 0.528 1.521 1.521
6 20.000 20.000 19.605 19.605

Energy Curtailment (MWh)
2 0.000· 47.316 45.448. 45.429
3 0.000 193.319 193.324 194.158
4 0.000 91.680 92.530 93.142
5 0.000 2.557 9.605 9.607
6 187.421 178.492 173.293 173·.293

Duration Of Load Curtailment (Hrs)
2 0.000

.

22.589 20.345 . 20.218
3 0.000 19.091 17.458 17.372
4 0.000 22.350 19.205 19.024
5 0.000 4.839 6.315 6.318
6 9.371 8.925 8�839 8.839

In the case of generating unit outages only, if the load is greater

than the total generation then the load is curtailed from those buses at

which generators on outage are physically cODlleCted and are one line away

and receiving power from these generator buses. Buses 3 and 4 are one line

away from generator· buses 1 and 2 respectively. These buses experience .

load interru,ption whenever. the generating units are out at their respective
one line away genera.ting buses. Buses 5 and 6 are two lines . away from

each of the generating buses. Buses 5 and 6 do not experience load or

energy. curtailment due to generating unit outages only. Both buses ex

perience load interruption due to the lines or line and . generator outages

only.
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Table 4-'1: System Indices For The RBTS At Various Contingency Levels

<------ Contingency Level ------>
1st level 2nd level 3rd level 4th level

Bulk Power Supply Disturbances
0.84566 4.95988 5.72837 5.75210

IEEE INDEX

Bulk Power Interruption Index (MW/MW-Yr)
0.09142 0.38334 0.48284 0.48886

Bulk Power Energy Curtailment Index (MWh/Yr)
0.85673 6.35316 7.57124 7.64115

Bulk Power Supply Average MW Curtailment Index (MW/Dist.)
.20.00000 14.29842 15.59365 15.72272

Modified Bulk Power Energy Curtailment Index
0.00009780 0.00072525 0�OOO86430 0.00087228

Severity Index (System-Minutes)
51.404 381.190 454.274 458.469

AVERAGE INDICES

No. Of Load Curtaihnents/Load Pt./Year
0.16913 1.79693 2.22840 2.24241

Load Curtailed/Load Pt./Year in MW
3.38265 14.18367 17.86526 18.08772

Energy Curtailed/Load Pt./Year in MWh
31.69903 235.06697 280.13514 282.72272

No. Of Hrs Of Load Curtailment/Load Pt./Y� .

1.58495 34.66684 �9.52808
.

39.69029
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The percentage increases in the indices at buses 2 and 4 are more

pronounced compared to those at bus 3 as' the contingency level increases .

. This is due to the fact that four generating units are connected at generating
bus 1 whereas seven generating units' are connected at generating bus . 2.

Bus 4 is one line away hom bus 2, so bus 2 and 4 experience a greater

number of problems than bus 3, which is one line away from bus 1, because

of the higher number of possible combinations of generating units at bus 2

for higher order contingencies.' The effect of the fourth contingency level is

negligibly small at all system buses.

As seen hom Table 4.5, the variation in the maximum indices

from the second contingency level to the third contingency level is too. sig
nificant to be ignored.. However, the variation in the system indices from

the first contingency level .

to the second contingency level is significant,
whereas from the second' to the third contingency level it is relatively small.

This can be seen from Table 4·7. The variation in system indices from the

third to the fourth contingency level is negligible as is the case' with bus in

dices. It· can, therefore, be concluded. that the second cOiltingenc�J!�
sufficient for the calculation 0 system indices On the other hand,. contin- _

gency evaluation, at least up !o the third.����y �_.!!..eces1L&!Y_ f<?!:
the t!ad pOi;;? �pecially.�!�r load pOints 2 and 4. This is also true for the

a.verage
.

values of the bus indices as shown in Table 4·6. However,' if the
maximum values are the indices of interest then calculation of the third con

tingency level is necessary as noted from Table 4·5.

4.3.1.2. The IEEE�RTS

The . inclusion or- high . level contingencies
.

is necessary when eal

culating the adequacy indices in relatively large systems. This can be seen

from the adequacy indices at different contingency levels for the IEEE-RTS.

In this system, there are 17 buses which have loads connected to .. them. The

remaining buses are either' free buses or. generator buses without connected.

load. These 17 buses can be classified as follows:
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1. South region 138 KV buses: buses 1 to 10

2. North region 230 KV· buses: buses 13 to 16, 18 to 20.

Adequacy indices are calculated for these 17 buses and Figures 4-1 through
4-5 show different load point indices at ditTerent contingency levels for these

buses. The numerical values for these load point indices are shown in

Tables C-1 through C-5 in Appendix C. The system adequacy indices at

different contingency levels are shown in Table 4-8.

As seen from Figure 4-2, no buses experience any load interrup

tion for fIrSt level ccntingeneies. Bus 7 experiences .isolation due to the out

age of line 11 but since this bus is a generator bus and the generation at

. this bus is greater than its own load,· it therefore does not experience any

load curtailment problem. Buses 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8 experience some voltage

problems due to first level contingencies. Even with second level contin

gencies, buses 1, 2, 5 and 7 do not experience any load interruption

problems, as seen from Figure 4-2. All other buses, however, experience load

interruption due to second level contingencies. It is also clear from this

figure that the load and energy eurtailments for the buses in the north

region are much higher than those at the buses in the south region. The

reason for this is that all the generating units with 18.l'ge capacity are con

nected ill the south region. Due to the load curtailment procedure, the

buses in the north region experience load interruption even with the removal

of two large generating units from the system. Buses in· the south ex

perience load curtailment only when three generating units are out or at

least . one line m combination with other components is out.· The load cur

tailment at buses 3, 4, 6, 8, 9 and 10 in the south for the second level con

tingency is due to the outage of line 11 in combination with the outage of

any large generating units in the System.

As seen from Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4, the variation in max

imum indices is significant from the fIrSt contingency level to the second con

tingency level, and from the second contingency level to the third eontin..
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g�cy level. The marginal increment ·in the indices from the third contin

gency level to the fourth contingency level is not very large. . A detailed ex

amination of the actual contingencies indicates that in many cases the max

imum indices are' due to the generator outages.

The average values of the bus indices for different contingency
levels are shown in Figure 4-.4 and Figure 4-5. The marginal change in in

dices is quite significant even from the third contingency level to the fourth

contingency level. It can be seen from these figures that at some buses the

average indices decrease from the second level to the third contingency level.

This is due to the fact that for these
.
buses the failure frequencies increase

considerably from the second contingency level to the third level.

The system indices for this system at different contingency levels

are given in Table 4-8. It can be seen from this table that. the marginal in

crement in all the indices even from. the third contingency level to the fourth

contingency level is very high. For example, the severity index at the third

and fourth contingency levels is more than 3 and 4· times higher than the

value at the second contingency level respectively. Similarly, the value of

the average load curtailed for each load point per year at the fourth contin

gency level is more than 8 times that at the second contingency level. This

is due to the fact that the number of load curtailment contingencies in

creases from 64 at the' second contingency level to 15586 at the fourth con

tingency level. Table 4-9 gives the actual number of different contingencies
at each contingency level.

It is quite .clear from the results shown in Figures 4-1 through 4-5

and in Table 4-8 that for the IEEE-RTS, the variation. in the adequacy in

dices is quite large and this variation is still noticeable at .the fourth contin

gency level. The calculation of the fourth contingency level is necessary for

both the bus and system indices. It is also clear from. the IEEE-RTS

results given, that it is not wise to draw conclusions about the bus indices

from either the average values of the bus indices or the system indices.
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Table 4-8: System Indices For The IEEE-RTS
At Various Contingency Levels

<------ Contingency Level ------>
1st level 2nd level 3rd level' 4th level

Bulk Power Supply Disturbances
0.00000 . 15.56633 44.74920 62.80061

IEEE INDEX

Bulk Power Interruption Index (MW/MW-Yr)
0.00000 0.55459 2.14668 3.65289

Bulk Power Energy Curtailment Index (MWh/Yr)
0.00000 11.63316 34.29728 50.86489

Bulk Power Supply Average MW Curtailment Index (MW/Dist.)
0.00000 101.53795' 136.71819 165.77460 .

Modified Bulk Power Energy Curtailment Index
0.00000000 0.00132799' 0.00391521 0.00580649

Severity Index (System-Minutes)
0.000 697.989 2057.837 3051.893

AVERAGE INDICES

No. Of Load Curtailments/Load Pt./Year
0.00000 2.69037 12.17283 U�.14862

Load Curtailed/Load Pt./Year-MW
0.00000 92.97491 359.88403 612.39679.

Energy Curtailed/Load Pt./Year-MWh
0.00000 1950.26453 5741).83936 8527.34961

No. Of Hrs Of Load Curtailment/Load Pt./Year
0.00000 . 50.13282 177.17664 256.79102
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.

Table. 4-9: Different Contingencies For The IEEE-RTS
At Various Contingency· Levels

Number Of Level o,f Contingency
1st 2nd 3rd· 4th

generator contingencies considered 32 528 5488 41448
line contingencies considered 38 741 0177 ·0177

generator-line contingencies considered 0 ·1216. 42560 42560

voltage violation contingencies 5 350 11841 11870
MVAR limits violation contingencies 0 4 756 1206·
no convergence contingencies . 0 0 1360 1360
load curtailment contingencies 0 64 4308 15586·
isolation contingencies 1 76 2153 2153
split network contingencies 0 1 83 83
firm load curtailment contingencies 0 24 1330 4446

•.4. FAILURE CU·TOFF FOR ADEQUACY STUDIES

It was noted in Section 4.2 that when a failure cutoff criterion. is

used, contingency enumeration will nor proceed into deeper levels from the

present state if the present state causes failure of the system. This assumes

that problems caused by a contingency wiU not improve if additional. com

ponents are on outage. .

In order to account for these higher
.

level contin

gencies, the probability and frequency of the present state .can be modified to

take into account the effect of all 'mor�ff' states. A more-off state. at any

contingency level is a state in which at least one more component.is out of

service in addition to those already. out· at that level .

.

The probability- of failure,. frequency of failure, expected load cur

tailed in MW and the expected energy curtailed in MWh· for. the two test
.

systems are calculated using termination and without termination up to the

fourth contingency level. With termination, a contingency is terminated at

the first contingency level if it is tested as a failure contingency at this level.
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If a contingency is. not a failure contingency at the first level, it is ter

minated at the next higher level if found to be failure contingency, and so

on. The results for the above. four indices are shown using histograms for

each bus. Figure 4-6 shows the indices for the RBTS and Figure 4-7 to

Figure 4-8 show the results for the IEEE-RTS.

It can be seen from Figure 4-6 through Figure 4-8 that this ap

proach can give quite satisfactory results for the probability and frequency of

load point failure and the probability of system failure.' This technique will,

however, result in quite optimistic results for other adequacy indices due to

the fact that a more-off state has a more severe impact on the system

than the present level. In order to correctly evaluate these indices, it is

necessary to probe into deeper levels in order to examine more severe

loadIenergy curtailment situations.

Termination at lower levels, therefore, is not justifiable and only
those higher level contingencies which have a very low frequency of occur-.

rence should be. merged. As seen from Table 4-2, 0.01 percent and 1.76 per

cent of the total.· contingency probabilities for the RBTS and the

IEEE-RTS respectively are contributed by contingencies beyond the fourth

level. The. contribution of these higher level contingencies are included with

out solving a very large number of contingencies at the expense ·of excessive

CPU time by terminating at the fourth level for generator outages. and at

the third level for transmission line and transmission line-generator outages.

As can be seen from Table 4-1, these are 1,046,895 for the RBTS and .. ap

proximately. 11,805,918*1014 for the IEEE-RTS, total contingencies beyond
the specified contingency levels.
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4.5..· NEED FOR AN APPROXIMATE SOLUTION

It has been shown in Section 4.3 that' the inclusion of higher level

independent outages cannot be ignored in the calculation
.

of more repre

sentative adequacy indices. This requirement, however, involves large CPU'

time and the time increases tremendously as the outage level increases. The

CPU times required for the solution of different contingency levels for the

two ·1;est systems are shown in Table 4-10. . The execution time involved in

adequacy analysis varies with the following factors:

1. the size of the' system, .

2. the number of simultaneous independent outages considered and

3. the load flow technique adapted for analyzing each outage case.

Practical systems are usually quite large and contain many com

ponents. An adequacy index. computation program must fit within the

memory capabilities of the available computer and be executable in a. reason

able time. Memory requirements, which earlier played an important' role in

the practical application of network solution techniques, are no longer much

of an issue. The execution time required to evaluate the indices fot a large

system limits the contingency level which can be considered.

As noted in Chapter 3, a load flow analysis is performed for each

selected contingency in order to obtain the adequacy indices. The bulk of

the computation time is, therefore, utilized in the load flow analysis of each

outage condition. The purpose of each load flow solution is to identify

potential voltage violations,. line overloads, etc. and therefore high solution

accuracy associated with detailed AC load flow analysis is not necessary.

Computing speed and acceptable accuracy of the solution have a high

priority due to the large number of cases that may have to be examined.

It is also not necessary to perform an AC load flow for all contin-
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Table 4-10:· CPU Time Required For Solution Of The
Two Test Systems At Various Contingency Levels

(On VAX-ll/780 Digital Computer)
.

Contingency
Level

RBTS
Min. Sec.

IEEE-RTS
Min. Sec.

1st level
2nd level
3rd level
4th level

o
o
o

o

1.99
6.90

40.92
51.78

o
7

181
196

15.44
12.57
28.89
18.58

gencies considered, since not all of them create system problems. For ex

ample, in the case of the RBTS, no single component outage create a

problem in the system· except that of line 9. Bus 6 experiences isolation for

this outage. The number of contingencies which create system problems at

various contingency levels tOr the two test systems are shown in Table 4-11.

Table 4-11: Number Of Contingencies Creating System
Problems For The Two Test Systems.

Contingency
Level

<- RBTS --->
Total Contingencies

Contingencies Creating
Studied Problems

<-- IEEE-RTS ->
Total

Contingencies
Studied

Contingencies
Creating
Problems

1st level
2nd level
3rd level
4th level

20

�"-\O
1350
1680

1

39
345
506

70
2485
57225
93185

5

283
7213
8845

As seen from this table, a significant. amount of time can be saved if a list

of these contingencies which are creating problems can be found using an ap

proximate fast method. The contingencies from this list can then be tested

using more accurate methods. Different methods used for this purpose are

discussed in the following chapters.
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4.6. SUMMARY

The inclusion of high ·level contingencies cannot be ignored in the

calculation of more representatlve adequacy indices as the size of the system

increases. There is no fixed contingency level that can be specified as being
sufficient for all systems. The required maximum contingency level can be

obtained from a knowledge of the component outage data and the desired

probability cutoff, Based on. the study of the two. test systems described in

this thesis, it has been. observed that the third contingency level provides

reasonably good results ·for small systems, such as the RBTS; while for a

larger network, such as the IEEE-RTS, outages up to the fourth contin

gency level provide. satisfactory results. In both small and large networks,

independent line outages up to the third Ievel give. reasonably aceurate. ade

quacy indices.

The effect of contingency levels on load point and overall system

indices has been discussed for the two test systems. It has been found that

the etTect of higher level contingencies is not uniform at all the system buses ..

For· example,
.

it is shown for the RBTS that fll'St level contingencies provide
. reasonably good results for load point 6 but the solution of contingencies at

least up to the third contingency level is required for other load points and

particularly for load points 2 and 4.·

The failure cutoff criterion results in different effects on different

indices. It has been shown in this chapter using both the test systems, that

terminating contingencies at a lower level may provide satisfactory results for

probability and frequency indices, but results in optimistic values for all the

other adequacy indices. It is, therefore, necessary to probe into deeper· con

tingency levels in order to examine more severe load/energy· curtailment
situations. It is shown that the number of contingencies. and hence the

CPU time increases tremendously as the contingency depth increases, espe

cially for large networks. It is also shown in this chapter, that only a small

percentage of the t9tal possible contingencies create system problems. A sig-
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nificant amount of CPU time can be saved if a list of these contingencies
which are creating problems can be found using an approximate fast method .

.

The contingencies from this list can be tested using more accurate methods. .

The different methods used for this purpose are discussed in the next two

chapters e .
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Chapter 5

ADEQUACY EVALUATION USING
RANKING

6.1. INTRODUCTION

An accepted procedure for. adequacy evaluation of a composite

power system is the evaluation of a number of contingency cases. The com

putational burden that
.

this procedure places on even the most advanced

computer installation has prompted the need for studying procedures for the

automatic selection of meaningful contingency cases. The objective is the

reduction of the number of possible eases for detailed consideration and at

the same time the determination of a ranking or ordering of these· cases ac

cording to severity.

The ultimate goal of a ranking algorithm is to determine which

subset of contingencies taken from the set of all
.
possible contingencies will

cause system failure. Unfortunately, none of the available ranking methods

can attain this goal. At best, they can provide a set of contingencies contain

ing most of the eases causing system failure. Some severe contingencies may

be omitted and some that are not severe may be included. This chapter
describes contingency ranking for the calculation of. adequacy indices.
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0.2. PERFORMANCE INDEX FOR RANKING

A reliable ranking of contingencies according to severe line over

loads, voltage problems· and MYAR limits etc. can be obtained by solving
each contingency by means of an accurate AC load flow. It is not practical
to rank the contingencies using a detailed AC load flow beeause of the com-

... , putational burden associated with solving and ranking of all possible eontin

gencies, The conventional use Qf the word "ranking" implies the investiga
tion of all possible contingencies by an approximate algorithm that can reli

ably indicate which of the contingencies ought to be investigated further

using a more accurate AC load flow.

The usual approach to contingency. ranking. is to define a scalar

function called ·a Performance Index (PI), which provides a measure of sys

tem stress. A method is then developed for predicting the change in the. PI
when a component is on outage. The change in the PI resulting from

outages can then be used to rank the outages in the order of their severity.
Each of the above two steps comprising the contingency ranking process can

beeome a source of inaccuracy or inefficiency.

A PI {14] which measures system stress in terms of line overloads

is given in Equation (5.1).

(5.1)

where:

W, = weighting factors for line p,

P, = real power flow for line p,

P, = power rating for line p,

m = an integer and

NL = number of lines.
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The performance index PIMW contains all line flows normalized . by their

limits. These normalized flows. are raised· to an even power (by setting
m=1,2, ...); thus, the use of the absolute magnitude of the flows is avoided ..

This index PIMW will have a relatively small value when all lines flows are

within their limits; and a high value when there are line overloads.· It there

fore provides a good measure of the severity of Iine overloads for a given
state of a power ·system.

A performance index similar to. the line overload PIMW which

measures system stress in terms of voltage deviation can be obtained by [14]

Ply (5.2)

where:
W

q
= weighting factor for bus q,

V, = voltage at bus q,

V
qre/

= reference voltage at bus q,.

aVq = voltage deviation limit at bus q, above which

voltage deviations are unacceptable and

NB
.

= number of buses.

The voltage deviation Il.Vq represents the threshold above which voltage level
.

deviations are outside their limit. Any contingency load flow with voltage··
levels outside this limit yields a high value of the index Ply. On the other

hand, when all the voltage level deviations from the rated (nominal) voltage
are within Il.Vq,. the voltage performance index Ply is small. Thus Ply
measures system

: stress
.
in terms of how far the system voltage profile ls

deviating from the profile defined by the reference voltages. The above index

is limited to the case. where voltage limits are symmetrical about. Vqret In

order to avoid this difficulty the following Ply [35) is used in this thesis .
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n; (5.3)

where:

V
qmu

+ V .

V,6
qman

and-

2

AV,6
V,m4% Vqmin

-

2

6.3. RANKING OF OUTAGE CONTINGENCIES

One of the most widely used approaches to reduce the computa

tion time is to rank the outage contingencies using a fast technique and then

investigate these ranked contingencies using an AC load flow method. This

procedure is terminated by an appropriate stopping criterion. There are

several ranking techniques {13 - 19, 35, 36] that have been proposed and

implemented for adequacy and security studies. Most of the available

methods rank contingencies by calculating a PI which is a composite
measure of a system problem in the entire network. The purpose of this

section is to present a brief description of some of the ranking methods for

line outage contingencies.

5.S.1. Ranking Using Line-Overloads

The performance index method can be applied for ranking using
line-overloads. Efficient and accurate· prediction of the change in the PI

when lines are dropped has been the subject of recent investigations. A first

approach in this direction is the method proposed by Ejebe-Wollenburg [14]·
and. other researchers [15, 16]. These authors proposed a methodology for

ranking . transmission line contingencies by evaluating : the normalized sen

sitivities of a: systemwide performance index with respect to line outages.

The authors show that through the use of Tellegen '8 theorem, the first-order

sensitivities of PIMW with respect to changes in line admittance can be
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readily determined and effiCiently implemented, The' normalized sensitivities'

for line 'p' being dropped is approximated by

6PI

5, �
6B AB,
,

,

(5.4)

AlJ, '= - b"
where b, is the susceptance of line p. These normalized sensitivities or fU'St

order changes in the performance index, according to Ejebe-WoUenburg, can

then be used to rank contingencies from the most important to the least im-'

portant.

The 'assumption in the above method is that, the higher order

terms are negligible ,in the Taylor series expansion of PIMW as a function of

line susceptance. Unfortunately, this is not always the case (13). The PIMW

suggested in Reference 14 as given in Equation (5.1) is not a monotonic

function of the susceptance of the lines. This monotonicity condition seems to

be at least' a necessary condition for a trustworthy performance'of the

method. The failure of the assumption manifests itself as inaccuracies in the

ranked list of contingencies as compared to the ranked list obtained by solv

ing a DC load flow and calculating the valu, of PIMW directly for each con

tiagency.. '

The inaccuracies due to ignoring higher order terms is eliminated

in a newer technique developed independently by Mikolinnas and

Wollenberg [18] and Irisarri: and Sasson [191. This, method properly recog

nizes all the terms in the Taylor series and eliminates most of the misrank

ings encountered earlier. Even in this case, the automatic contingency selec

tion algorithm was not found to be sufficiently reliable, and as a con

sequence, it was proposed to use a DC load flow which is highly reliable and

less computationall�' demanding than the second-order extension of PI."JW.

In most cases, PIMW provides a good measure of system stress by
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increasing in value when severe contingencies occur. However, in some cases,

when . a single line becomes overloaded while many other branch loadings

decrease, it can decrease in value and fail to recognize the overload. This
.

phenomenon, called masking, is inherent in PIMW' Masking can be reduced

by partitioning the lines into subsets and performing rankings on each of the .

subsets. The partitioning may be done by any of several rules:

i. by voltage levels,

2. by areas and

3. by partitioning into lines and tra.n&formers.

Masking can also be reduced if the exponent in the real power performance
index is increased to a higher value. The second order extension of PIMW is

limited to m=1. In this thesis, the DC load flow equation is used to rank

the line contingencies together with utilization of the Sherman-Morrison cor

rection for single or higher level line contingencies. The value for m is

chosen as 5 to reduce the masking effect.

5.3.2. Ranking Using Voltage Deviation

Contingencies can also result in unacceptable changes in bus vol

tages. It is possible to detect large. deviations in system voltages by doing
one or perhaps a few iterations using an approximate AC . load flow algo
rithm, such as the decoupled load flow. If a contingency is judged to be

severe, the solution process can be continued until a solution of desired ac

curacy is obtained. On the other hand, if the contingency is judged not to

be severe, then the solution process can be terminated before a solution is

reached, .with a resultant saving in time. This process must be repeated, of

course, for each contingency case.

The performance index method can also be used to detect voltage

problems. One possible performance index for the ..voltage problem is defined

in Equation (5.2). This index has the desirable property that each bus volt-
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age has. its own reference. voltage. This feature results in computational dif-··

ficulties which prevent an efficient calculation of the . change in the Plv when

a line is dropped.

In order to avoid these difficulties and to obtain a good ranking
for voltage problems, a series of other PI were examined in an EPR!

report [34] to find an PI expression that was reasona.bly sensitive to the·

voltage problem.. All the PI expressions tested were variations of the expres

sion

PI - L X, pl
Lin..

where:

X, = reactance of line I and

P, = real power flow in line I .

.

which approximate system XI2. losses.

tested (34) are given below:

The various mdiees that. are

cWo cW.

PI2 E(
• , Xp2-

6Q.
+

6Q. ) I I

Lin..
, ,

sv. cWo cWo cW.

PIa L(
• , 1 1 2'- + + + 'iQ.,) X,P,-

6Q. 6Q. 6Q.
Lin..

, 1 , ,

E(
P,

)2 X,PI. -

P,;,
Lin..

L(
1 1

XtP,2PIS - + - )
po;2 polLin..

PI6 L(
1 1

)1/4 X p2- +

pol pol
' ,

Line,
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where, i. and j represent the from and to buses of line I and p.il is the

surge impedance loading of line I. According to the EPRI report, none of

the above indices give satisfactory results. In this the$is, the PI given by
Equation (5.3) is used to rank the contingencies using voltage deviationS.

The decoupled equation

[Q] = [B"] [V]

is used to calculate the change in bus voltages due to line outages. The

Sherman-Morrison correction formula is used to calculate the change in volt

age [AV], similar to the one used to calculate {Ai] as discussed earlier.

5.4:. PREPARATION OF CONTINGENCY RANKED

LIST

The contingency list can be built by running all possible contin

gencies and then ranking them from their respective Pl. Table 5-1 shows·

the ranked list obtained by this method up to second contingency levels for

the RBTS. In this case, it was found that almost all higher level contin

gencies are ranked high followed by almost all next. lower level contingencies
and so on. If the process is stopped after N consecutively no-problem con

tingencies are found, then it may happen that almost none of the first or

second level contingencies will be included in the study. The contribution

from a first and second level contingency, if one or more create system

problems, will be much higher than the higher level contingencies. This ef- .

. feet can be eliminated by ranking all fll'St level contingencies fll'St and then

for each of the fll'St order r.anked contingencies, all possible second order con

tingencies are ranked and so on. In this case, it is assumed that highly
ranked primary contingencies lead to many severe contingencies. when ad

ditional components fail, whereas lower ranked contingencies tend to cause

fewer problems when additional failures occur. The ranked contingency list

obtained for the same system by the above method is shown in Table 5-2 to

demonstrate this property. First level contingencies are ranked according to
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Table 5;..1: Total Contingency List

Rank
Lines
Out . Rank

Lines
.

Out
Lines.
Out Rank

1 9 0 16 1 7 31 3 6·

2 9 1 17 2 6 32 2
�

.,

3 9 2 18 6 7 33 5 1
4 9 3 19 1 8 34 2 4
5 9 4 20 6 8 35 4 1

6 9 5 21 1 4 36 2 0
7 9 6 22 4 6 37 7 0
8 9 7 23 1 0 38 2 8
9 9 8 24 6 0 39 7 8

10 5 8 25 1 5 40 3 5

11 2 7 26 5 6 41 3 0
l2 2 3 27 4 8 42 4 5
13 3 7 28 3 8 43 8 0
14 1 6 29 3 4 44 5 0
15 1 2 30 1 3 45 4 0

Table 5-2: Contingency List To ·Use· Consecutive
Success Criterion

9 lx 5x 2x 7x 3x 8x 5x 4x

.1 6 2 7 3 8x 5 4x

2 2. 7 3 5x. 4x 4x

3 7 8 5x 4x 5x.

4 8 4 4x 8x

5 4 5x 8x

6 5x 3x

7 3x

8

r> Ranked first
I

.

level
V contingencies
Ranked
second
level

contingencies . .

*

'x' means

contingencies
not creating .

any problem.
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the severity. The second level contingencies are ranked according to severity
. for each of the first level contingencies. Each primary contingency and cor

responding secondary contingencies are solved using the decoupled load flow.

technique. The fU'St level outage of line 9 causes isolation of bus 6 and it is

placed at the top. of the list. All of its associated second . level contingencies
create system problems. The fU'St level outage of line 1 did not create any·

system problems, but a number of second level contingencies involving .this
line did produce system problems. Continuing down the column under flfSt

level outages, fewer second level contingencies create system problems. From

this table, it appears that when first level contingencies are ranked, not only
are they ranked in the order of severity but the subsequent second level con

tingencies will also be more severe below the higher. ranked primary cont'in
gendes. As a result, when a given number of fust level contingencies and

the subsequent second level contingencies have been solved, it is likely that

the worst second level contingencies as well as fU'St level contingencies have

also been analyzed. The same procedure Can be applied for third level con

tingencies.

It has been shown in Chapter 3 that the Sherman-Morrison cor

rection formula can be used recursively for higher level contingencies. If the

same N number of contingencies are studied from two contingency lists as

shown in Table 5-1 and Table 5-2, then the CPU time in the first case will

be higher than that in the second
.

case. This is due to the fact that in

Table 5-1 the arrangement is random with respect to lines and therefore the

correction for each line outa.ge. has to be calculated for each individual case.

In the case of Table 5-2, the correction associat�d with the outag� of the

fIrSt line remains the same for the associated second level contingencies, and

similarly the outage effects of the first two lines are the same for the cor

responding· third level contingencies. The correction for the fmt· line on out

age is only calculated once for the recursive use of the associated second and
. third level contingencies. Similarly the correction for the second outage is

calculated only once for the recursive use of the associated third level contin

gencies.
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The memory requirement for ranking purposes in the rll'St case

will be higher than the memory requirement in the second case. In the first

case, the minimum memory requirement will be four . times

(NLCl+NLC2+NLCS) in order to consider contingencies up to the third

levels, three times· for storing the ranking list and the remainder to store the

PI. The memory requirement is thus very large. For example, the memory

requirement for the IEEE-RTS is 4x91r7 which is equivalent to a matrix of
. .

.

dimension (17Ox170) for the third level line contingencies only. In the

second case, the minimum memory requirement will be equivalent to ap

proximately 4xNL. NL amount of memory will be required to store the rlrSt

order ranked eontingencies and the remaining memory locations are used to

store the corresponding second level contingencies, third level contingencies
and the PI values. All the memory locations except the memory storage for

the first order contingency list can be used for the next rltSt order contin

gencies.

5.5. RANKING CUTOFF CRITERIA

Ranking cutoff criteria mainly depend on the preparation of a eon

tingency list. If the contingencies are placed in a contingency rank list from

the most severe to the less severe as in Table 5-1, then the simplest stop

ping criterion for a contingency enumeration approach is to terminate the

eontingency evaluation as soon as the load flow for one case shows no

problem. Since none of the ranking lists are absolutely accurate, it is pru

dent to terminate the contingency evaluation only after a sequence of several

no-problem contingencies has been found. This can be controlled by a cutoff

parameter N.

In this thesis, the ranked lists for contingencies are prepared using
the following steps:

1. The rlrSt level contingencies are ranked or ordered according to
the value of the PI.
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2. The second level contingencies are ranked again according to their
severity for each of the rU'St level contmgencies. This procedure is
followed for the' third level contingencies.

After ranking all contingencies up to the third level, the fast decoupled load

flow method is utilized to investigate these contingencies. The investigation of

contingencies are stopped by using a consecutive success criterion as follows:

Analysis of third level contingencies, subsequent to a given second
level contingency, is truncated i.e. no further' out.ge events from
the list are examined by the decoupled load flow method when a

'given number of successive contingencies, N, has not created any
system problem. Similarly, second level contingencies and their
associated third level contingencies are analysed until a succession
of N secondary contingencies are encountered in a row in which
the rlrSt N third level contingencies caused no system problem.
The same procedure is followed for the rust level contingencies.
For example, if N==S, the contingencies will be solved until, for
five first level contingencies. in a row, none of the worst five·
second level as well as none of the five associated. worst third
level contingencies caused any system problem. This effect is il
lustrated in Figure 5-1 for up to second level contingencies.

Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3 show the percentage CPU time, the

number of contingencies solved as a percent of the total' possible number,
and also the number of problem-creating contingencies identified' and solved

as a percentage .

of the total number �f contingencies that create system

problems for the two test systems. These quantities are. plotted' as a func

tion of N. For example, when N=3, 2569 contingencies causing system

problems are found out of a total of 3184 such contingencies for the

IEEE-RTS. This represents 80.685% of the cases causing system problems.
In order to capture thiS percentage of problems creating contingencies, it was

necessary to solve 4318 out of a possible 9177 contingencies. This represents

47.05% of the total number of contingencies. These quantities are shown in

Figure 5-3. As � is increased, more severe contingencies are found, but

only at the expense of solving many more contingencies, including some that

are not severe and do not cause system problems. From these figures it

would appear that for RBTS, N=1 is sufficient to capture. all problem
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Ranked

second·

level

contin ..

gencies

Ranked first level contingencies

Firs\: leVel
C9ntl.ngen9Y
ll,.st t.rnu.n
ated aft"r N
consec;utive
second level
terminations.

Figure 5-1: Dlustration Of The Consecutive Success Cutoff Criterion

creating contingencies whereas N>6 is needed for the IEE�RTS. In. this

thesis N=3 is chosen for the IEEE-RTS in order to reduce CPU time.

5.6. STUDY RESULTS

.

In these studies, it has been. assumed that contingencies are

ranked from the set which consists 0{ independent line outages up to the

third level. Contingencies beyond the third level are not considered for

ranking purposes. The outage contingencies are ranked using performance in-
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Figure 5-2: Percent Of Contingencies Captured, Tested And
The CPU Time As A Function Of N For The RBTS'

As A Percentage Of The Base. Case

dices PIMW, Plvand PIMWV which is the sum of PIMW and Plv- For each

case, the contingency list is. prepared as in Table �2 and the consecutive

success ranking cutoff criterion used. The adequacy' results for both the

study systems are calculated for a value of m:::5 and' the weighting factors

are assumed to be unity � These indices have also been calculated for a

value of m=l, but .the results are not reported in this' thesis. With m=l,

the percentage difference in the' indices increases. This is due to the mask

ing mentioned earlier, which-Is more pronounced when' .the value Qf m is low.
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A flow chart of the program for. the contingency enumeration with

ranking is shown in Figure 5:'4 for second level contingencies. Details of the

conting-ency ranking process within each level are shown in Figure 5-5.
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5.6.1. The RBTS

All the bus and system indices for this system with Ply, PIMW
and PIMWV are exactly the. same as the base case results. .. The reason why
the results are the same is that when N=3, all eontingencies for all the PI

are calculated using the decoupled load flow method and hence the CPU

time with ranking is higher than for the base case as shown in Table· 5--3.

The adequacy evaluation of a transmission system in a power network using

Table 5-3: Comparison Of CPU Time And· Capture Ratio For The RBTS

Number Of Contingencies . CPU Time In Seconds
.

Investigated Resulting On VAX-ll/780 Capture'
Approach Using AC System For. Total Ratio

LoadPlow Problem Ranking List ( % )

Base Case 129 74 16.11 100.00

Using Ply 129 74 3.0 19.11 100.00

Using PIMW 129 74 3.6 19.71 ·100.00

Using PIMWV 129 74 6.6 22�71 100.00

the ranking method must consume less computation time than that required
without ranking contingencies as this is the prime objective of ranking. For

this system, ranking does· not offer a good trade-off between the speed of

ranking and the subsequent AC solution of the ranked list and the total AC
...

.

analysis of all the contingencies required for the final solution.
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5.6.2. The IEEE-RTS

The bus indices and the system indiees . for thi$ system are shown

in Table 5-4 through Table 5-8 for different PI. All the indices for the dif

ferent PI are lower than their corresponding base case values. This is to be

expected as the number of contingencies examined are always less than the

base case value. Only 4318, 4031 and 4682 contingencies are investigated
with performance indices PIMW, Ply and PIMWV respectively which are

47.05%, 43.93% and 51.02% respectively of the base case numbers. Out of

the 4318 ranked outage events studied using PIMW' only 2569 events result

Table 5-4: Probability Of Failure Bus Indices ..; IEEE-RTS

Using Ply Using PIMW Using PIMWV
Base Case <....- --> <.... _._-- ._.> < ->

Bus Values Values % Diff Values % Diff Values % Diff

1 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000
2 0.0000000 uooooooo 0.0000000 0.0000000

.

3 0�OO22776 0.0022741 -0.15 0.0022739 -0.16 0.0022760 -0.07
4 0.0004496 0.0004310 -4.14 ·0.0004443 -1.18 0.0004495 -0.02
5 0.0000008 0.0000007 -12.50 0.0000006 -25.00 0.0000007 -12.50
6 0.0013217 ·0.0010212 -22.74 0.0013217 -0.00 0.0013134 -0.63
7 0.0003418 0.0003418· 0.00· 0.0003418 0.00 0.0003418 . 0.00
8 0.0003419 0.0003419 0.00 0.0003419 0.00 . 0.0003419 0.00
9 0.0000237 ·0.0000213 -10.13 0.0000215 -9.28 0.0000237 0.00
10 0.0000020 0.0000018 -10.00 0.0000020 0.00 0.0000020. 0.00
13 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.00
14 0.0000029 0.00()0026 -10.35 0.0000025 -13.79 0.0000027 6.90
15 0.0000005 0.0000005 0.00 0.0000000 -100.00 0.0000005 0.00
16 0.0000040 0.0000040 0.00 0.0000034 -15.00 0.0000040 0.00
18 .0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000
19 0.0000047 0.0000043 -8.51 0.0000046 -2.13 0.0000047 0.00
20 0.0000025 0.0000020 -20.00 0.0000020 -20.00 0.0000020 -20.00

in a system problem when they are examined using the fast decoupled AC

load flow method. The capture ratio is 80.68%. The capture ratio is

def'med as follows:
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Table 5-5: Frequency Of Failure Bus Indices - IEEE-RTS·

Base Case
Bus Values

Using P.ly
< >

Values % DitT

Using PIMW
<---- ....._-_.>

Values % DitT

Using PIMWV
< >

Values % DitT

1 0.0000025 0.0000002 -92.00 0.0000025 O�OO 0.0000025 0.00
2 0.0000110 0.0000035 -68.18 0.0000037 .;66.36 0.0000037 -66.36
3 0.4979683 0�4944562 -0.71 0.4944560 -0.71 0.4953280 -0.53
4 0.4034479 0.3955121 -1.97 0.3955336 -1.96 0.4010989 -0.58
5 0.0011122 0.0008301 -25.36 0.0008147 -26.15

.

0.0008308 -25.31
6 0.3635413 0.3634123 -0.04 0.3634976 -0.01 0.3538109 -2.68
7 0.3083597 0.3083575 -0.00 0.3083593 -0.00· 0.3083593 -0.00
8 0.3084362 0.3084190 -0.01 0.3083848 -0.02 0.3084187 -0.01
9 0.0166908 0.0158969 -4.76 0.0141510 -15.22 0.0166709 -0.12
10 0.0027136 0.0023503 -13.39 0.0026462 -2.48 0.0026810 -1.20
13 0.0000069 0.0000033 -52.17 0.0000022 -68.12 0.0000025 -63.77
14 0.0035300 0.0031406 -11.03 0.0028678 -18.76 0.0031590 -10.51
15 0.0007741 0.0007706 -0.45 0.0000180 -97.68 0.0007710 -0.40
16 0.0048503 0.0048317 -0.38 0.0038128· -21.39 0.0048508· 0.01
18 0.0000004 0.0000004 0.00 0.0000004 0.00 0.0000004 0.00
19 0.0056225 0.0048856 . -13.11 0.0053957 -4.03 0.0053957 -4.03
20 0.0031619 0.0024297 -23.16 0.0024297· -23.16 0.0024297 -23.16

Capture Ratio -

Number of contingencies that result
in a system problem

Actual number of base case contingenCies
resulting in a system problem

The remaining 19.32% problem creating contingencies are ranked low by the

PIMW and therefore were not included in the subset containing highly ranked

contingencies which are studied by AC load flow. Similarly the capture ratio.

for Ply and PIMWV are 79.37% and 85.24% respectively as shown in

Table 5-9.

The maximum values in the percentage differences for the four

bus indices, the probability of -failure, the frequency of. failure, the expected
load curtailed in MW and the expected energy not supplied in MWh, are
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Table 5-6: Expected Loed Curtailed' (MW) Bus Indices - IEEE-RTS

BaseCase
Bus Values

Using Plv
.

Using PIMW . Using PIMWV
< ----_. ..---> <-- > <----->
Valu� % Diff Values % Diff Values

.

% Diff

1

2
3
4

5

6
7
8
9
10
13
14
15
16
18
19
20

0.00
0.00 .

0.15
0.05
0.02
0.13
0.00
0.02
0.20
0.05
0.00
0.13
0.03
0.07
0.00
0.11
0.05

0.00
0.00
0.14
0.05
0.00
0.12
0.00
0.02 .

0.19
0.05
0.00 .

0.06
0.03
0.07
0.00
0.10
0.04

-6.61
0.00

-100.00
-7.69

0.00
-5.00
0.00

-53.85
0.00
0.00

-9.09
-20.00

0.00
0.00
0.15
0.01'
0.00'
0.11
0.00 .

0.02
0.11
0.05
0.00.
0.05
0.00
0.05
·0.00
0.10
·0.05

0.00
-80.00

-100.00
-15.38 .

0.00
-15.00
0.00'

-61.54
-100.00.
-28.57

·9.09
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.15
0.03
0.00

.

0.11
0.00

.

0.02
0.19
0.05
0.00
0.06
0.03.
0.07
0.00
0.11'
0.05

0.00
-'40.00
-100.00
-15.38

0.00
-5.00
0.00

-53.85
0.00
0.00

0.00 .'

0.00

100.00%, 97.68%, 100.00%, and 100.00% with PIMW·,· 22.74%, 92.00%,
100.00% and 100.00% with Ply and 20.00%, 66.36%, 100.00% and 100.00%'

with PIMwv respectively. This is also true for the system indices as seen

from Table 5-8; For example, the percentage difference in the value of the.

severity index is 11.68%; 18.98% and 8.03% with the different PI shown in.

Table 5-8. The severity index provides an indication of how many minutes

in a year the system is. not. able to supply the peak. load due to outages.

The CPU times required to calculate the adequacy indices with different PI
.

are shown in Table 5-9. The total. CPU �ime for ranking with Ply is less

than that with PIMW' This is due to the fact that in the case of 'Ply, the
. number of calculations . required to calculate {AV] is less than that· required
to calculate [Ab]. with PIMW, since the dimension of [B"] is much smaller

than the dimension of [B']. The CPU time with PIMWV is the highest,
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Table 5-'1: Expected Energy Curtailed (MWh) Bus Indices - IEEE-RTS

Base Case
.

Bus Values

Using Ply
< >

Values % Diti

Using PIMW
< >

Values % DitT

Using PIMWV
< >

Values % Diff·

1 .0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.00 0.00 ·0.00 0.00
3 0.98 0.94 -4.08 0.98 0.00 0.98 0.00
4 0.23 0.23 0.00 0.05 -78.26 0.23 0.00
5 0.09 0.00 -100.00 0.00 -100.00 0.00 -100.00
6 0.97 0.95 -2.06 0.96 -1.03 0.96 -1.03
7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8 0.12 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.00
9 1.24 1.17 -5.65 1.08 -12.90 1.23 -0.81
10 0.33 0.30 -9.09 0.32 -3.03 0.32 -3.03
13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
14 0.79 0.40 -49.37 0.34 -56.96 0.40 -49.37
15 0.17 0.17 0.00 0.00 -100.00 0.17 0.00
16 0.44 0.44 0.00 0.35 ..20.46 0.44 0.00
18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
19 0.78 0.72 -7.69 0.73 -6.41 0.78 0.00
20 0.35 0.31 -11.43 0.35 0.00 0.35 0.00

which is obvious, since in this case both [��] and [�V] are calculated using

[B'] and [B"] respectively.

5.7. SUMMARY

The adequacy indices have been calculated using three different

performance indices and are displayed in this chapter. The efficacy and the
.

accuracy of the different ranking methods are compared with· the base case

decoupled load flow results.. It is shown in the case of the RBTS, that the

adequacy indices for each of the performance index methods are exactly the

same as the base case values. The CPU time, however, is more. than the

base case CPU time. Adequacy evaluation using the ranking methods for

the IEEE-RTS, however, requires less computation time than that required
without ranking the contingencies. This is to be expected as the number : of
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Table 5-8: System Indices

Using Plv
Base Case < >
Values Values % DitT

Using PIMW Using PIMWV
<-----> < >

Values % DitT Values % DitT

IEEE Indices

BPll 0.00036 0.00031 -13.89 0.00028 -22.22 0.00032 -11.11

BPECI 0.00228 .
0.00202 -11.40 0.00185 -18.86 0.00210 -7.90

SI 0.137 0.121 -11.68 0.111 -18.98 0.126 -8.03

BPSAMCI
91.40392 90.51241 -0.98 86.55925 -5,30 88.25073

MBPECI * loS
0.00026 0.00023 -11.54 0.00021 -19.23 0.00024 -7.69

Average Values for each Load Point per Year

ANLC 0.00213 0.00191 �10.33 0.00180 -15.49 0.00209 -1.88

ANVV 0.11144 0.11079 -0.58 0.11065 -0.71 0.11084 ..0.54
I
I

ALC 0.05979 0.05151 -13.85 b.04615 -22.81 0.05439 -9.03

AEC 0.38177 0.3.3782 -11.51 0.31087 -18.57 ·0.35290 -7.56

ANHLe 0.01500 0.01382 -7.87 0.01328 -11.47 0.01479 -1.40

contingencies examined using,
.

the decoupled load flow method are. less than

the base ease values. The accuracy, however, of the adequacy indices is far .

from being acceptable. This suggests that ranking does not otter a good
trade-ott . between speed and accuracy for the r�al . solution in the

IEEE-RTS. Two types of ranking lists and their merits and demerits are

also discussed using the RBTS. It is shown that the ranking. cutotT criteria

depends on the ranking lists. The effect of the consecutive success cutoff

criterion on the CPU time and on the capture ratio are also illustr:ated for

the two test systems.
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Table 5.9: Comparison Of CPU Tune And Capture R.atio

Number Of Contingencies CPU· Time In Minutes·
Investigated Resulting On VAX-ll/780 Capture

Approach Using AC System For Total Ratio
Load Flow Problem Ranking List ( % )

Base Case 9177 3184 88.0 100.00··

Using Plv· 4031 2527 5.0 64.5 79.36·

Using PI,MW 4318 2569 10.0 66.4 80.68

Using PIMWV 4682 2714 15.0 77�0 ..85.24

The inaccuracies in the results for the IEEE-RTS are due to the

fact that some of the contingencies which ereate system problems are ranked

low by all the performance indices, whereas some of those· which do not.

produce system problems are ranked high. Chapter 6· introduces a new ap

proach designated as the selection method which reduce the problem of mis

ranking. The selection method selects· contingencies on the basis of line

overloads and/or voltage violations in a power network. The selection

method is discussed in detail in. the next chapter.

The CPU time required to rank the contingencies up to the third.

level. foe the IEEE-RTS using the Sherman-Morrison ccrreetioa is shown in

Table 5-9. For higher level contingencies, the Sherman-Morrison correction

formula is used recursively, whieh increases the CPU time. The ·CPU .time:

can be reduced if the recursive- use of the Sherman-Morrison correction can

be avoided for higher level contingencies. An efficient method-which avoids

the recursive use of the Sherman-Morrison correetlon for higher level· contin

gencies is discussed in the next chapter. This method can be used for con

tingency ranking and for selection for any contingency level.
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Chapter 6

ADEQUACY EVALUATION USING THE
SELECTION METHOD

6.1. INTRODUCTION

Adequacy evaluation of a composite generation and transmission

system· in a practical power network is a complex problem and is computa

tionally quite expensive when all primary contingencies, each with additional

levels Qf higher order contingencies, are involved. It may not be practical to

solve very large networks with AC load flow techniques. The main limita

tions to the solution of large networks are the enormously high computation
time and storage requirements. One of the most widely used approaches to

reduce the computation time is to rank the outage contingencies for further

studies. The load point and total system indices are calculated in the pre

vious chapter using ranking methods with ditTerent PI and it was shown

that ranking does not offer a good trade-off between speed and accuracy for

the finel solution.. . In this chapter, an. efficient computational method for the

adequacy evaluation of a power network is presented. The method can be

used to examine both continuity and quality of power supply for any type· of

outage. The proposed method is based on the implementation of the two

decoupled equations and provides more accurate adequacy indices with less

CPU time than ranking.

The Sherman-Morrison correction formula is generally used to ob

tain the solutions under line outage conditions. Instead of rebuilding and

refactorizing the system admittance matrices for each of the line contin

gencies, a simple correction formula is used to adjust the base solution to ef-
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fective!y represent the line outages. Multiple line outages are' represented by

applying the formula recursively, and updating the. solution vector at each

step. An efficient method which avoids the recursive use' of Sherman

Morriso;n correction formula for multiple line outages is also discussed in this

chapter.

6.2. SELECTION METHOD FOR TRANSMISSION
LINE OUTAGES

An inherent characteristic of any practical electric power transmis

sion system -operating in the steady-state eondition is the strong interdepen
dence between active powers and bus voltage angles, .and between reactive

powers and voltage magnitudes. Correspondingly, the coupling between these

"P-O" and "Q-V" components of the problem is relatively weak.

The voltage vectors method uses a series approximation' for the

sine terms which appear in the system deflning equations' . to' calculate the

Jacobian elements and arrive at the two decoupled equations, The real and

reactive power equations at node "p" are given here for ease of reference.

P
p
= Vp2 �p - L Vp Vq{ gpq Cos�pq - bpq Sin6pq) and

q£p

qEp

where 6pq = (6p � 6q) and qep includes all the buses directly connected to

bus p. . Assuming that y
-

g J'b'''''' jb then'
pq

-

pq
-

pq""
-

Pf

Pp = L Vp Vq bpq Sin(6p - 69) and

qlp

Qp = (bpp bep-' L b,hpq)V/ - L VpVqbpqCos(6p� 6q)
qfp q£p'

Under normal loading conditions the angle differences across the transmission

lines (6p - 6q) are very small and the above equations can be written as:
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Pp == L vp V, bp, (6p - 6q) and

q(P

Qp = Vp2 (bpp - bep - L b,hPf) - L Vp V, bPf ..
q£p q£p

If it is further assumed that the voltages are 1.0 p.u. then the above equa

tion can. be written in matrix fonn as

[P IVI = {B'] [61

and (Q/Vl = [B") (V]

(6.1)

(6.2)

�here,

(PI = Vector of bus real power injections,

[Q] = Vector of.bus reactive power injections,

(6] = Vector of bus phase angles,

[VI = Vector of bus voltage magnitudes,

Bpq' = -bpq of transmission lines,

= -b and
pq

q£p q(P

Both matrices [B'] and [B"] are real, sparse and contain only network ad

mittances. Since [B'] and [B"] are constant, they need be triangulated only

once, thus reducing the computation time. The vector (�6], change in angle

[6],. can. be easily obtained under any line contingency using the Sherman

Morrison correction formula or by applying the method described in

Section 6.4 to the base solution. The correction formulas avoid the. need for

rebuilding and retriangularizing the susceptance matrices for an outage event.
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Using the vector [AcS] , the new bus angles can be computed using

equation (6.3).

(6.3)

Power flow in. a transmission line is determined using the updated values of

bus angles (cS] . The line flow is then checked against its specified powernew .

capacity. If the line flow is greater than the capacity, the outa.ge contin-

gency is designated." as a problem contingency and is routed to the main

routine for further investigation using the fast decoupled AC load flow. No

further line flows for that problem creating contingency are either calculated

or compared. If no line is found to be overloaded, then the same procedure
is repeated using Equation (6.2) to determine the voltage deviation [AVJ.
The updated values of bus voltages are calculated using Equation (6.4)..

[V]new = [V)60.6 + [AV) (6.4)

If for any bus, Vnew
is not within the specified limits, the. outage event is

again selected for further study and examined using the fast decoupled AC
.

,

load flow method.

The flow chart for line outage, studies by the selection method is

·shown in Figure 6-1. A brief summary of the main steps is given below:

1 ..Solve the power network· keeping all the lines in operation and
determine the base values of the bus angles and voltages.

2. Using the Sherman-Morrison correction formula or
: the methods

described in Section 6.4 to simulate an outage of a transmission·

line, calculate the deviation in bus angle [AcS] for the system
buses.

3. Update the value of the phase angle at a bus using
Equation (6.3) and· determine the power flow in a line. If the
line flow is greater than the line capacity, go to step 4, otherwise
go to step 5.
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4. Solve the contingency using the fast decoupled AC load flow
method and calculate the adequacy· indices. Consider the next

contingency and go to step 2.

5. Steps similar to 2 and 3 are repeated to check for the voltage
problem. If no voltage problem is experienced, consider the next

contingency and go to step 2, otherwise go to step 4 for further
study.

The two test systems described in Chapter 3 were . tested using the

proposed method. A total of 100 contingencies were found for the RBTS

by the selection method out of 129 possible contingencies requiring further

investigation using the decoupled AC load flow method. The capture ratio

for this system is 94.59%. The percentage differences in the four bus ade

quacy indices are very small, and therefore, are not shown separately. The

results are shown later in this chapter when combined generation and trans

mission outages are illuStrated. The CPU time is shown in Table 6-1. It

can be seen from Ta.ble 6-1 and from Table 5-3 that the selection method

gives only slightly less accuracy than the base case and with much less

CPU time than ranking. The CPU time with the selection method is 14.74

seconds (0.2456 minutes) which is 91.5% of the base case CPU time and

74.78% of the. CPU time required with PIMW• The ranking method does

not provide a good trade-ott between CPU times required by ranking and

that required by the base case solution, whereas the selection method gives

slightly optimistic results with 8.5% less CPU time than the base case.

Since the CPU time for a small system such as the RBTS is relatively
small it is better to examine the contingencies using the decoupled AC load

flow method.

The adequacy indices for the IEEE-RTS are given in Table 6-2

through Table 6-4. It can be seen from these tables and from Table 5-6

through Table 5-9 that the. percentage differences in the indices are reduced

quite considerably at most of the load points compared to .those obtained by
the ranking methods and that the proposed method provides results that are

closer to the results obtained in the base case study. The capture ratio with
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Base Case
Solution

Line
Contingency

Evalll&te
[Ao6] ADd [6] new

if Ally Line Overloaded

Evaluate
[ aV] And IV] new

No

AC Load Flow
Wi th Correction

lculat. Indic.
If Required

Figure 6-1: Flow Chart For The Selection Of Line Contingencies
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Table 6-1: Comparison Of CPU Time And Capture Ratio·

Number Of Contingencies CPU Times IIi Capture
Investigated Using

.

Resulting Minutes .On Ratio
Approach The AC Load Flow System Problem VAX-Il/780 ( % )

For RBTS

Base Case 129 74 0.2685 100.00 .

Using Selection 100 70 0.2456 94.59·

For lEE.E-RTS

Base Case 9177 3184 88.0253 100.00 .

Using Selection 3754 2924 55.2002 91.83

the selection method is 91.8% which is higher than the capture ratios ob

tained with ranking methods. It shoujld, however,. be noted that the total

number of contingencies that were investigated using the fast deeeupled AC
. :

load flow method is 3754 which is also less than those values obtained with

ranking. This outcome· resulted in a net saving in the CPU time. The

computation time has decreased from 88 minutes to 55.2 minutes.· The base

ease CPU. time, is therefore, 60% more than that required with selection.

It has also been observed that· a further improvement in the ade

quacy indices in the IEEE-RTS can be obtained by including those ad

ditional contingencies which ·eause an angle deviation 1�61 greater than 30

degrees for any. bus. The Iaerease in the computation time is quite nominal

but the resulting percentage difference in the indiees is less than 1.0%, thus

providing results that are quite close to the base ease values.
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Table 6-2: Probability And Frequency Of Failure Bus Indices

Probability Frequency
<----------�--�---->

Base Case With Selection
Bus Values Values % DitT

<-,--------------------->
Base Case With Selection
Values Values % Diff

1 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000025 0.0000025 0.000
2 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000110 0.0000102 -0.073
3 0.0022776 0.0022763 -0.057 0.4979683 0.4957686 -0.442
4 0.0004496 0.0004496 0.000 0.4034479 0.4034327 -0.004
5 0.0000008 0.0000008 0.000 0.0011122 0.0010949 -1.555
6 0.0013217 0.0013186 -0.235 0.3635413 0.3633887 -0.042
7 0.0003418' 0.0003418 0.000 0.3083597 0.3083597 0.000
8 0.0003419 0.0003419 0.000 0.3084362 0.3084216 -0.005
9 0.0000237 0.0000230 -2.954 0.0166908 0�0155150 -7.045
10 0.0000020 0.0000018 -10.000 0.0027136 0.0023622 -12.950.
13 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.()()()()()69 0.0000062 -0.101
14 0.0000029 0.0000029 0.000 0.0035300 0.0035243 -0.161
15 0.0000005 0.0000005 0.000 0.0007741 0.0007130 -0.142
16 0.0000040 0.0000040 0.000 0.0048503 0.0048476. -0.056
18 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000004 0.0000004 0.000
19 0.0000047

.

0.0000043 -8.511 0.0056225 0.0048788 -13.227
20 0.0000025 0.0000021 -16.000 0.0031619 '0.0024198 -23.410

6.3. GENERATOR AND GENERATOR + LINE

OUTAGES

The adequacy indices calculated considering only the transmission

line outages provides optimistic results. This is due to the fact that the

contribution to the adequacy indices from generator and combinations of gen

erator and transmission' line outages are very signifICant.· In this study,·
therefore, the independent outages' of generating units up to the fourth con

tingency level and the independent outages from the combination of transmis- .

sion lines and generating units' up to the third contingency level are' also

considered in addition to third level independent outages of transmission

lines. The reasons for considering these levels are. discussed in Chapter 4.
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Table 8-1: Expected Load And Energy Curtailment Bus Indices

Expected Load Curtailed

(MW)
Expected Energy not Supplied

(MWh)
<------------------->
Base Case With Selection

Bus Values Values % Diff

<-------------------->
Base Case With· Selection
Values Values % DifT

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 0.15 0.14 -6.67 0.98 0.94 0.00
4 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.23 0.23 -4.08
5 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.09 0.09 0.00
6 0.13 0.13 0.00 0.97 0.97 0.00
7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ·0.00
8 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.12 0.12 0.00
9 0.20 0.19 -5.00 1.24 1.17 -5.65
10 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.33 0.30 -9.09
13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
14 0.13 0.13 0.00 0.79 0.79 0.00
15 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.17 0.17 0.00
16 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.44 0.44 0.00
18 O�OO 0.00 . 0.00.· 0.00
19 0.11 0.10 .. -9.09 0.78 0.72 -7.69
20 0.05 0.04 -20.00 0.35 0.30 -14.29

The number of possible contingencies, however, increases tremendously when

these outages. are considered in the adequacy evaluation process. For ex

ample, the number of possible contingencies of these types are 1551 and

84008 for RBTS and IEE:&..RTS respectively. The computation time re

quirement will be very large even for an average size practical power system.

In order to reduce the computational burden,. an approximate selection

method can be. used to limit the number of contingencies studied by the
.

decoupled load flow method. The following selection methods were used for

the selection of generating unit and generating unit combined with transmis

sion line outages.
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Table 6-4: System Indices

Base Case Using Selection
Values Values % Diff'

IEEE Indices

BPn (MW/MW-Yr) 0.00036 0.00034 -5.555

BPECI (MWh/MW-Yr) 0.00228 0.00220 -3.509

BPSAMCI· (MW/Disturbance) 91.40392 93.85216 2.678

Severity Index (System.Minutes) 0.137 0.132 -3.650

MBPECI 0.00000026 0.00000025 -3.846

Average Values For Each Load. Point Per Year

ANtC 0.00213 0.00195 -8.451

ANVV 0.11144 0.11127 ·-0.153

ALC (MW) 0.05979 0.05718 -4.365

AEC (MWh) 0.38177 0.36800 . -3.607

ANHLC (Hrs) 0.01500 0.01405 -6.333

6.3.1. SELECTION OF GENERATOR OUTAGES

The flow ehaet for
.

the approximate selection of generating unit

outages is shown in Figure 6-2.
.

The main steps of the.algorithm are as fol

lows

1. Generator i is in an outage condition.

2. Find the bus number (say j ) of this ith generator.

3. Calculate the new generation of the jth bus. If new generation is
0.0 then go to step 5, otherwise go to step 4.
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4. Calculate. the total generation with this ith generator in the out

age condition. If the total generation is greater than the total load

plus base case system losses, go to step 1 for the next contin

gency, otherwise go to step 5.

5. Run the contingency by the decoupled AC load flow for further·
investigation and go to step 1 for the next contingency.

The same algorithm can be used for higher order generator outages.

The number of generator contingencies studied up to the fourth

contingency level for the two test systems with and
.

without the. selection

method are shown in Table 6-5. A significant amount of CPU time can be

sav� by using the approximate selection method, as can be seen from

Table 6-6. This table shows the percentage increase in CPU time and cap

ture ratio of the· base ease over those of the selection method using a

decoupled AC load flow solution of each contingency. The capture ratio for

all contingency levels is 100.0% for the RBTS. The adequacy indices, there

fore, are exactly the same as those of the base case for this system. The

capture ratio for the IEEE-RTS is 100.0% up to the second contingency
level. The capture ratio for this system .is 99.5% and 91.8% for the third

and fourth contingency levels respectively. The percentage differences in the

adequacy· indices are less than 1.0% at the fourth contingenCY level fot the

IEEE-RTS.

6.1.2. SELECTION OF GENERATOR AND LINE OUTAGES

The same procedure used for the selection of· transmission line

outages in the previous; section can be used in this case by fIrSt recognizing
the generator unit outages in the study. The· generator outage is first con

sidered by calculating a new bus real power iDjection vector. The new bus

phase angle vector is then calculated using the relation

(6.5)
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Flow Chart For The Selection or Generator Contingencies .
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Table 6-6: Number Of Generator Contingencies Studied By Selection

Cont.
Levels
Up To

Contingencies Considered
By Decoupled AC Load Flow
< >

Base Case Selection

CPU Time On VAX-ll/780 Capture
Base With Ratio
Case Selection (

. % )

RBTS

FirSt 11 2
Second 66 36
Third 231 l:66
Fo�rth 561 490

IEEE-RIS

First 32 4
Second 528 150
Third 5488 1844
Fourth 41448 18048

1.42 sec.

2.29 sec.

3.70 sec.

14.21 sec.

1.38 sec.

1.98 sec.

2.92 sec.

11.70 sec.

100..0
100.0
100.0
100.0

5.22 sec.. 3.87 sec. 100.0
28.40 sec. 20.50 sec.

.

100.0
2.69·min. 1.92 min. 99.5
18.56 min. 13.64 min. 97.8

The base case LU factors of [B '] are used to fmd the new angle vector

(6)fMtII' This. [6]netll is now considered as the base case angle vector and a

similar procedure as that used in the transmission line outages selection

given in Figure 6-1 is followed in the selection process. The flow chart for

this approximate selection is shown in Figure 6-3. The main steps of the al

gorithm are as follows:

1. Generator i is' in an ou�e condition.

2. Find the bus number (say. j ) of this ith generator. If the total
new generation is less than the total system load plus base' case
system losses then investigate this generator outage in combination.
with all transmission lines outages by the deeoupled AC load flow
and go to step 1 for the next contingency, otherwise go .

to step 3.

3. Calculate the new generation of the jth bus and change the ele
ment of real power injection vector [Pl.

4. Calculate [6]netll using Equation (6.5).
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Table 6-6: Percentage Increase In CPU Time And Capture
Ratio Of The Base Case Over That Of The Selection

Method For Generator Contingencies

Contingency
Level

< Percentage Increase In -----> .

CPU Time On VAX-11/7800 Capture Ratio

RBTS

Up To First

Up. To Second
Up To Third
Up To Fourth

2.90
15.66
26.71
21.45

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

IEEE-RTS

Up To FirSt
Up To Second
Up To Third
Up To Fourth

34.88
38.54
40.10
36.07

O�OO
0.00
0.50
2.20

5. Taking this [61racw as [616cue select and run the contingencies using
the same flow chart given in Figure 6-1.

The same algorithm. can be used for higher order generJ',tor and line outages.
The number of combined generator and transmission line ·contingencies
studied by the above procedure is shown in Table 6-7. The CPU times for

this study· are not shown in the table, since due to the structure of the

program, the independent line and generator contingencies are also considered

when combined line and generator contingencies are evaluated. The number

of contingencies found by the selection method for further investigation is

very small as can be seen from Table 6-7, and hence a. significant amount of

computer time can be saved with. a sacrifice of small percentage errors in the

adequacy ·indices. The adequacy indices are not shown here separately since

the indices for the overall study are given in the next subsection.
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Table 6-1: Number Of Generator+Line Contingencies Studied By .

Selection

Contingencies Considered. Contingencies
. Contingency By Decoupled AC Load Flow Considered By

Level < > The Selection
Up To Base Case Selection Method ( in % )

RBTS

First
Second 99 21 21.21
Third 990 542 54.75

IEEE-RTS

First
Second 1216 171 14.06
Third 42560 12974 30.48

6.S.3. STUDY RESULTS

The adequacy indices considering total outages are calculated for

the two test systems described in Chapter 3. The numerical values of the

different indices together with the percentage variations of the indices are

shown in Table 6-9 through Table 6-12 for the RBTS and in Table 6-13

through Table '6-16 for the IEEE-RTS. The comparison of CPU times and.

capture ratios for different contingency levels are shown in Table 6-8 for the

two. systems. This table also shows percentage comparisons between the two

sets of CPU times with and without selection. . The quantities inside the

brackets are percentage values of.CPU time compared to the CPU time of

a base ease study without selection. As seen from Table 6-8, the saving. in

CPU time by selection is more significant for the IEEE-RTS than for the

RBTS. The saving in CPU times, for example, is more than 1.0 hour for

the IEEE-RTS for ,the third and fourth contingency levels and only 0.2

minutes for the RBTS at the fourth contingency level. The saving in CPU
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Table 6-8: Comparison Of Contingencies Studied By Base Case
And Selection Method For The Two Test System

Contingencies Considered CPU Time. On VAX-ll/780
Cont. By Decoupled AC Load Flow In Minutes Capture
Levels < > < --> Ratio
Up To Base Case Selection Base Case Selectioa ( % )

RBTS
First 20 3 0.0332· .. 0.0260 (78.3%) 100.0
Second 200 83 0.1150 0.0785 (68.2%) 89.7
Third 1350 807 0.6817 0.5303 (77.8%) 94.8
Fourth 1680 1132 0.8630 0.6762 (78.3%) 96.4

IEEE-RTS

First 70 9 0.2573 0.1427· (55.4%) 100.0
Second 2485 552 7.2095 3.9207 (54.4%) 97.5
Third 51225 18572 181.4815 120.6553 (66.65%) 94.S
Fou,rth 93185 34776 196.3097 132.7723 (67.63%) 95.1

Table 6-9: Total Probability And Frequency Of Failure For RBTS

Probability Frequency
<------------.....__...............>

Base Case With Selection
Bus Values Values % DitT

<-------------------->

Base Case With Selection
Values. Values % DitT

2 0.0062284 0.0062284 0.000 2.6840122 2 ..6840122 0.000
3 0.0087344 0.0087276 -0.078 4.2465763 4.2341824 -0.292
4 0.0063303 0.0063303 0.000 2.8416128 2.8416128 0.000
5 0.0002065· 0.0002065 0.000 0.2929301 0.2929301 0.000
6 0.0011610 0.0011610 0.000 1.1587838 1.1587838 0.000

time is higher for large power networks than that for small networks. The

percentage differences in all the adequacy indices are very small for both test

systems. This can be seen from Table 6-9 through Table 6-16. The percent

age difference between the adequacy indices is less than 0.5% in most eases

for both the test systems.
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Table 6-10: Total Expected Load And Energy Curtailment
For The RBTS

Expected Load Curtailed

(MW)
Expected· Energy not Supplied

(MWh)
<------------------->
Base Case With Selection

Bus Values Values % Diff.

<_.------------------>
Base Case With Selection
Values Values % Diff

2· 6.03 6.03 0.00 121.93 121.93 0.00
3 47.46 47.39 -0.15 824.50 824.17 -0.04
4 13.91 13.91 0.00 264.67 264.67 0.00
5 0.44 0.44 0.00 2.76 2.76 0.00
6 22.60 22.60 0.00 199.74 199.74 0.00

Table 6-11: Average Values Of Bus Indices For The RBTS

Duration Of
.Curtailment (Drs).

<..,.- > < > <--- ---->

Base Selection . Base Selection . Base Selection
Bus Values Values %DitT Values Values %DitT Values Values %Diff

Load Curtailed

(MW)
Energy Not Supplied

(MWh)

2 2.25 2.25 0.00 45.43 45.43 0.00 2Q.22 20.22 0.00 .

3 11.18 11.19 0.09 194.16 194.65 0.25 17.37 17.39 0.12
4 4.90 4.90 0.00 93.14 93.14 0.00 19.02 19.02 0.00 .

5 1.52 1.52. 0.00 9.61 9.61 0.00 6.32 6.32 0.00
6 19.61 19.61 0.00 173.29

.

173.29 0.00 8.84 8.84 0.00·

The maximum indices obtained by the selection method and the

base ease decoupled AC load flow solution is eXactly the same for both the

test systems. These indices are shown for the base case study in Ta.ble 4-5

in Chapter 4 for the RBTS and in Table C-3 and Table C-4 in

Appendix C for the IEEE-RTS respectively under the heading of "fourth.
contingency level". These indices, therefore, are not repeated in this section.

If the indices of interest are maximum values, then calculation using the
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Table 6-12: System Indices For The RBTS

Base Case· Using Sel�tion
Values Values % DifT

IEEE Indices

BPU (MW/MW-Yr) 0.48886 0.48848 -0.078

BPECI (MWhjMW-Yr) 7.64115 7.63932 -0.024

BPSAMCI (MW /Disturbance) 15.12212 15.74436 0.138

Severity. Index (System-Minutes) 458.469 458.359 -0.024

MBPECI 0.00087228 0.00087207 -0.024

Average Values for each Load Point Per Year

ANLe 2.24241 2.2.3993 -0.111

ANVV 0.00366 0.00366 0.000

ALe (MW) . 18.08772 18.07360
.

-0.078

AEC (MWh) 282.72272· 282.65503 -0.024

ANHLC (Hrs) 39.69029 39.67841 -0.030 .

selection method is very good even for the small system..· All the bus,
.

average and system indices are, however, close to the base case values and

are reasonably accurate. A significant amount of computation time can be

saved by using selection with only very small percentage errors in some of

the indices.
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Table 6-13: Total Probability And Frequency Of Failure
For The IEEE-RTS

Probability Frequency
<-------------------->

Base Case With Selection
Bus Values Values % Diff

<-------------------->

Base Case With Selection
Values Values % Diff

1 0.0221474 0.0220945 -0.239 16.1407547 16.0923023 -0.300
2 0.0407428 0.0406371 -0.259 29.3973236 29.3004093 -0.330
3 0.0244430 0.0243823 -0.248 17�6051254 17.5452461 -0.340
4 0.0226639 0.0226109 -0.234 16.7103462 16.6617451 -0.291
5 0.0223076 0.0222541 -0.240 16.2549496 16.2055073 -0.304
6 0.0234258 0.0233705 -0.236 17.01.12495 16.9611969 -0.294
7 0.0168814 0.0167405 -0.835 12.5238333 12.3933992 -1.041
8 0.0173257 0.0170136 -1.801 12.8308020 12.5562935 ·-2.139
9 0.0036907 0.0036883 -0.065 2.4428589 2.4394534 -0.139
10 0.003&938. 0.0035921· -0.047 2.3835158 2.3811319 -0.100
13 0.0699188 0.0697588 -0.229 44.6458549 44.4970818 -0.333
14 0.0097601 0.0097583 -0.018 6.899S028 6.8969927 -0.036
15 0.0578149· 0.0577665· . -0.084 36.1420097 36.0961838 . -0.127
16 0.0255685 0.0255200 -0.190 ·17.9778633 17.9319954 -0.255.
18 0.0846247 0.0846247 0.000 52.2802353 52.2802124 0.000
19 0.0119094 0.0119083 -0.009 8.2971764 8.2954683 -0.021
20 0.0452424 0.0452151 -0.060 29.1360416 29.1082706 -O�095·

6�4. METHOD FOR LINE OUTAGE SIMULATION

Instead of rebuilding· and refactorizing the system admittance

matrices for each line outage contingency, the Sherman-Morrison correction

formula is normally used to adjust· the base case solution to effectively
represent. the lines outages. The algorithm is applicable to both DC and

decoupled load flows. Multiple lines outages are represented by applying the

formula recursively, and updating· the solution. vector at each step. The

computation time therefore increases for multiple lines outage cases due to.

the recursive use of the Sherman-Morrison correction formula. The method

described below avoids the recursive use of the Sherman-Morrison correction

formula for any level of outages.
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Table 6-14: Total Expected Load And Energy Curtailment For
The IEEE-RTS

.

Expected Load Curtailed Expected Energy not Supplied
(MW)

.

(MWh)
< > < >
Base Case With Selection Base Case With Selection

Bus Values Values % Diff Values Values % Diff

1 162.80 . 162.74 -0.04 1998.25 1997.65 -0.03
2 299.16 299.03 -0.04 3670.04 3668�86 -0.03
3 364.87 364.70 . -0.05 4543.25 4541.88 -0.03
4 168.62 168.56 -0.04 2086�64 2086.14 -0.02
5 139.90 139.84 -0.04 1741.78 . 1741.29 -0.03
6 309.95 309.83 -0.04 3863.04 3861.95 .

. -0.03
7 151.48 151.22 -0.17 1818.37 1816.17 -0.12
8 313.44 313.00 -0.14 3855.53 3852.00 -0.09
9 51.05 50.95 -0.20 619.87 619.27 ..a.10
10 51.67 51.58 -0.17 639.10 638.55 -0.09
13 1722.03 1721.26 -0.04 23258.48 23252.25 -0.03
14· 155.31 155,00 -0.20 1843.39 1841.41 -0.11
15 1942.06 1941.99 0.00 27895.06 27894.41 0.00

.

16 202.04 202.02 -0.01 2452.25 2452.05 -0.01
18 3366.20 3366;20 0.00 50921.38 50921.36 0.00
19 172.32 172.28 -0.02 2077.29 2077�02 -0.01
20 837.85 837.80 -0.01 11681.20 11680.83

.

0.00

Let either Equation (6.1) or (6.2) be represented in the base case

problem as the following equation

[R] = [B] IE]. (6.6)

From Equation (6.6) it is clear that for a fixed set of active power injections

[PJ or reactive power injections [Q], if a line or. lines are removed both (B]
matrix and [E] vector will change from their base-case values. Let the

change be represented by laB] and [AE] such that

or,

.[RJ = {fB] + laB]} {IE] + (AE)}

= IB] [E] + [BJ [AE] + [AB] {[E] + [AE]}

{[B) + [AB]} [AE] = - [AB] [E] (6.7)
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Table �15: Average Values Of Bus Indices For'The IEEE-RTS

Duration Of
Curtailment (Brs)

< > < > <--------->

Base Selection Base Selection Base Selection
Bus Values Values %DitT Values Values %DitT Values Values %DitT

Load Curtailed
(MW)

Energy Not Supplied
(MWh)

1 10.09 10.11 0.20 123.80 124.14 . 0.27 12.27 12.28 0.08
2 10.18 . 10.21 0.29 124.84· 125.22 0.30 12.21 12.21 0.00'
3 22.06 22.12 0.27 274.72 275.46 0.27 12.45 12.45 0.00
4 10.35 10.38 0.29 128.06 128.41 0.27 12.38 12.38 0.00
5 8.61 8.63 0.23 107.16 107.45 0.21 12.45 12.45 0.00
6 18.96 19.01 0.26 236.36 237.01 0.28 12.46 12.47 0.08
7 12.47 12.58 0.88 . 149.68 151.13 0.97 12.00 . 12.01 0.08
8 25.25 25.48 ·0.91 310.57 313.61 0.98. 12.30 12.31 0.08
9 20.98 20.96 -0.10 254.74 254.79 0.02 12.14 12.15 0.08
10 21.68 21.67 ..0.05 268.19 268.23 O.Ol 12.37 12.38 0.08
13 38.57 38.68 0.29 520.96 522.56 0.31 13.51 13.51 0.00
14 22.51 22.47 . -0.18 267.18 266.99 -0.07 11.87 11.88 0.08
15 53.73 53 ..80 0.13 771.82 772.78 0.12 14.36 14.36 0.00
16 11.24 11.27 0.27 136.40 136.74 0.25 12.14 12.14 0.00
18 64.39 64.39 0.00 974.01 . 974.01 0.00 15.13 15.13 0.00
19 20.77 20.77 0.00 250.36 250.38. 0.01 12.06 12.06 0.00
20 28.76 28.78 0.07 400.92 401.29 0.09 . 13.94 13.94 0.00

The changes in [E] vector i.e. [AE) due to �etwork changes can be calculated

from Equation (6.7). using ditTerent' methods. One. of the widely used ap-
. preach is the Sherman-Morrlson correction formula· discussed in detail in

Chapter 3. If in. the adequacy analysis, ranking or selection is conducted for

higher level transmission line contingencies, it is considerably faster to use

the inverse of [B). This assumes that there is sufficient' storage to store the

upper or lower triangular parts of [Brl. Tinney and Powell [36) pointed
out that the inverse of a symmetric matrix may be computed very efficiently
by back substitution using. the triangular factors. The process is of the or

der n2, whereas conventional inversion is of the order of n3• The back sub

stitution method requires about 2n2 multiplications.
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Table 60-16: System Indices For The IEEE-RTS

Base Case Using Selection
Values Values. % DUT

IEEE Indices

BPll (MW/MW-Yr) 3.65289 3.65193 -0.026

BPEC}
.

(MWh/MW-Yr) 50.86489 50.85722 -0.015

BPSAMCI· (MW /Disturbance) 165.77460 166.13527 0.218

Severity Index (System-Minutes) 3051.893 3051.433 -0.015

MBPECI· 0.00580649 0.00580562
.

�.015

Average Values for each Load Point per Year

ANLC 19.74862 19.69614· -0.263

ANVV 0.18963 0.18723.. -1.266

ALC (MW) 612.39619 612.23480 -0.026

.AEC (MWh) 8521 ;34961 8526.06445 -0.015

ANHLC· (Urs) 256.19102 256.30302 -0.190

Given the upper or lower triangular part of [B)-I, Equation (6.7)
can be written as

{I + B-1AB}AE = - B-1ABE

or, {I + XAB}AE· = - XABE

where X = B-1. and I is an identity matrix. Matrices or vectors are writ

ten using capital bold letters without matrix notation for simplicity. For the

independent outage of lines 1 and 2 connecting buses 'p - q' and 'm - n'

respectively, the above equation will be
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or,

where,

M's are (Nxl) dimensional column vector with all Zeros except
the two elements corresponding to the buses which are 1
and -1 respectively.

z = XM is a [Nxl]: dimensional column vector.

b's are the negative value of line susceptances,

The terms of Equation (6.13) can be calculated as follows:

I 6.E·= (6.9)

and

b1Z1M1'6.E = b1(6.e, - Aeq)Zl
.. bi(6.e, .. Aeq) Xl, - Jif

"2, - "2q'

Xn, - Xnq

(6.10)

Similar' expressions for other terms of Equation (6.8) can be derived.' From

Equation (6.8) through Equation (6.10), it is dear that all rows of
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Equation. (6.8) have five elements on the left hand side except for the rows

p, q, m and .n corresponding to buses connected by lines 1 and 2.. Each of

these four rows have four elements. on the left hand side. Four equations
can be derived. for these four rows which in matrix form are as follows:

Cs -cs 1+da -da

c4 -C4 d4 I-d4

Aep r1

Aeq . r2
-

. (6.11)
Aem ra

Ae" r4,

. where,

c4=b1(x"p- X"q)
.

d..=b2(x"m- x"n) r4=k1c4+ k2d ..

kl = e - e and k2 = e - e
p q m n

The four values, namely Ae" Aeq,. Aem and Ae" can be easily calculated

from Equation (6.11). The other values of AE can be calculated from these
.. '

known four values using the following relation.

AE. = El - b1(Ae,-Aeq)Zi - b2(Aem-Ae,,)Z2
El = - bt(e,-. eq)Zl - b2(em- en)Z2where

Thus, the above equations become as:

(6.12)

Equation (6.12) gives the correction vector for the second level outages.·

This equation is simple and straight forward. In order to use Equaticn
'

(6.12) it is necessary to invert a matrix of dimension (4x4) given as Equa-
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o

ticm (6.11). The maximum dimension foro nth level outages for this matrix is

2nx2n. The dimension depends on the type of buses connected by the lines

on outage. For example, in order to calculate [AI] if one of the buses con';'

nected by the two lines on outage is the swing bus, then the dimension. of
the above matrix will be 3x3. The same procedure can be used for any out

age level.

The contingency analysis is faster with the use of [BrI. The ad

vantage of using upper or lower triangular elements of {Br1 lies in the

smaller number of arithmetic operations required for complete contingency

analysis. The main problem with [B]-l is the large storage requirement to

store 0 the elements. Memory requirement is not a °big issue with modern

computers, but the computation time may, however t limit the size of the

power system that can be analyzed. The above method is faster for higher
level outages since recursive use is not needed by the above method for mul-

0

tiple outages.

6.5. SUMMARY

The selection method for generator, transmission line and combina

tions of these outages are described in this chapter. It has been shown that

the proposed. selection method provides better results than those obtained by
the ranking methods described in Chapter 5'0 The speed of the selection

method is much faater
0

than that of ranking methods and the selection

method does 0 not require any extra memory space. Ranking
0

methods,

however, need memory locations to store the contingency lists. The memory 0

requirement, depending upon the number of components and the contingency 0

levels up to which the outages are considered, can be quite large for large
power networks. On the other hand, with the selection method some of the

0

intermediate results can be used for AC analysis for those contingencies
whieh need further investigation, which is not possible with ranking. The

selection method is simple and flexible and can be used 0 to examine both

continuty and quality of power supply for transmission line and combined
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generator· and transmission line outages. It can be easily implemented with

any computer program package developed for studying the adequacy of a

power network.

An effIcient approeeh which avoids the recursive use of the

Sherman-Morrison correction formula for multiple lines outages was also

presented in this chapter. This·method, however, requires the storage of the

upper or lower triangular elements of the inverse system susceptance

matrices. Memory requirements which earlier played an important role in

the practical application of adequacy analysis techniques, are no longer a

major issue. Practical limits on computation time may, however, limit the

size of the power system that can be analyzed. The speed of the analysis in

creases using {B]-I.
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSION

Adequacy evaluation of- a composite p.ower system involves the

computation of a sequence of load flow calculations each simulating.' possible

outage conditions in the system in order to determine the voltage violations,
line and generator overloads, violation of generator MVAR limits. etc.. The

computational burden that this procedure places on even the most advanced

present day computer installations has prompted. the need for studying

procedures for the automatic selection of meaningful contingency eases. The

primary objective of this research' work was to reduce the computation time

by limiting the number of possible contingencies for further investigation

using the AC load flow method without introducing significant errors in the

rmal adequacy' indices.

Individual load point adequacy indices' are necessary to identify
weak points in the system and help to establish optimum response to equip- .

ment . investment. These indices when obtained using a valid load' model can

provide bulk system supply values for' use in' overall customer adequacy
evaluation and provide a quantitative indication of the relative eontrlbuticn

of the two basic segments. of generation. and tranSmission. Overall system .

indices· provide an appreciation of global adequacy which' may prove more

appealing to management and may. be useful in the comparison of one sys

tem with another. Chapter 2 of this thesis presents a general review of the

two types of indices. The outage models and the state space models' for the

component outages are also reviewed in Chapter 2.
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Chapter 3 commences with the brief description of the two test

systems on which adequacy studies have been conducted. The RBTS is a

simple and small system. The 24 bus IEEE-RTS is a standard system. used

extensively as a reference network to compare results generated by different

programs created by reliability practitioners in industry, research and consult

ing organizations. Chapter 3 also presents brief descriptions of different

methods such as DC load flow, decoupled load flow and the Sherman

Morrison correction formula which were investigated for the evaluation of

adequacy indices. The computation time for adequacy evaluation is
.

very

large if it is necessary to rebuild- and refactorize the system admittance

matrices for each line contingency. The Sherman-Morrison correction formula

was used to avoid this requirement when obtaining load flow solutions under

line outage conditions. The algorithm is applicable to both DC and

decoupled . load floW methods. The DC and decoupled load flow methods

together with the application of the Sherman-Morrison correction formula to

these methods for line contingencies have been illustrated for the RBTS.

The adequacy. indices were also evaluated for the two test systems. TheDC

load flow method is relatively simple and fast but does not provide any es

timate of the bus voltages and the reactive power limits of the generating
units. This restriction dictated a study of AC load flow methods to assess

network adequacy. The conventional load flow techniques such as Gauss

Seidel, Newton-Raphson and more accurate second order load flow methods

are rarely used for adequacy studies because they are computationally expen

sive and have large storage requirements. Several computationally fast AC

load flow techniques which are modifications of the Newton-Raphson load

flow approach are available. The fast deeoupled load flow technique is one

of the most popular- methods as it offers a good compromise between speed .

and accuracy. The adequacy indices were evaluated for both. the test systems

using DC and decoupled load flow methods. The DC method provides quite
different indices than. those from the decoupled load flow method.· The

results provided in Chapter 3 confirm the above statement and illustrate why
the decoupled load flow method was used in the subsequent evaluation

studies in the thesis.

.

,
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It is not possible to consider all the possible contingencies in the

evaluation of power system adequacy indices because of the computational
burden associated with this task. Different contingency cutoff criteria are

presently utilized in order to limit the number of contingencies to be con

sidered. In Cha.pter 4, various contingency evaluation cutoff criteria and

their effects on adequacy indices are discussed in detail. The effect· of

various contingency levels on adequacy. indices is shown for the two test sys

tems. It was observed that the effects of high level contingencies are not

uniform at all the system buses. In the case of the RBTS, calculation of

the first level contingency provides reasonably accurate results for load

point 6, but for other load points, the calculation of higher level contin

gencies, at least up to the third level, is necessary. On the other hand, in

the case of the IEE�RTS, calculation of the fourth level outage, contin

gencies are necessary for both, bus indices and system indices. The variation

in the adequacy indices was found to be different, for each bus., This varia

tion depends upon the load curtailment philosophy and the relative location

of a bus in the' system. It can, therefore, be,emphasized that as the size of'

the-system increases, the inclusion of higher level contingencies cannot bejg
nored in the calculation of representative adequacy iadices.. The number of

contingencies and hence the CPU time increases tremendously when fourth

level independent line outages are considered. It has, however, been shown

that the relative contribution of these outages to the indices is very small in

both' the .small and large networks and that they can be neglected without

significant error in the final indices.

The failure cutoff criterion has different effects on different indices.

It is shown in Chapter 4, using both the test systems, that terminating con

tingencies at a lower level may provide' satisfactory results for probability
and frequency related indices, but gives optimistic results for all other in

dices. It is, therefore, necessary, to probe into, deeper levels in search of

more severe load/energy curtailment situations. The CPU time and number'

'of contingencies that create system problems for various depth of contin-
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gencies is also illustrated in this chapter for both the test. systems. It . was

found that only a small percentage of the total contingencies create system

problems. It is,· therefore, emphasized that a significant amount of· CPU

time can be saved by preparing a contingency list using an approximate
method and running the contingencies from this list using the decoupled load

flow method. This forms the basis of Chapters 5 and 6..

One of the most widely. used approaches to reduce the computa

tion time is to rank the outage contingencies using a fast technique and. then

investigate these ranked contingencies using AC load. flow methods. The

adequacy indices obtained· using the decoupled load flow method have been

considered as the base case results in Chapters 5 and 6: In Chapter 5; the

adequacy indices
.

were evaluated using different ranking methods. The ef

ficacy and the 8.(:curacy of the different ranking. methods are compared with

the· base case results. .The adequacy indices have been evaluated using three

different performance indices. These performance indices are discussed in

Chapter 5. The linear power-flow model of the power network. together. with

the Sherman-Morrison correction formula were used to obtain the ranked. lists

for different performance indices. It is shown that the CPU time required
for preparing the ranked lists is minimum with Ply, maximum with PIMWV
and in between with PIMW. Two types of ranking lists and their merits and

demerits are discussed in Chapter 5.. It is shown that the memory -. require
ment will be very large if the contingency list is prepared by running all the

contingencies f11'8t. and then ranking them accordingly, rather than having the

contingency list flrSt prepared in order to use the consecutive success cutoff

criterion. The CPU times and ranking cutoff criteria depend on the ranking
lists. . The effect of the consecutive success cutoff criterion is discussed· in

Chapter 5.

It has been shown that ranking methods. do not offer a good
trade-ott between accuracy and speed for a small system such as. the RBTS.

hi the case of the RBTS, all the performance indices gave 100. percent ac-
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curate results for. all indices. The CPU time, however, with the ranking
methods was higher than. the base case CPU time. The CPU time with

.

ranking. �ust be less than. the total solution of all
.

the contingencies using
.

the decoupled load flow method in order for ranking to be a viable proce

dure.
.

The ranking methods do not provide benefits in CPU time for small

systems. The adequacy evaluation of the IEEE-RTS using the ranking
methods, however, requires less computation time than that required without

ranking the contingencies. This is. obvious as the number. of contingencies
examined using the. decoupled load flow method is lower than the base case

value. The accuracy, however, of the adequacy indices is far from. the

desired values. All the bus indices and system indices are lower than their

corresponding base case values.· The capture ratios· with all the ranking
method are found to be approximately 80 percent for the IEEE-RTS; This

suggests that ranking does not otTer a good trade-off' between· speed and ac

curacy for the final solution. The inaccuracies in the result are due to the

fact that some of the contingencies which create system problems are ranked·.
low with all the performance indices, whereas. some of those ·which do not

produce system problems are ranked high. In order to reduce this effect, 'the

adequacy indices can be calculated on the basis of selection instead. of rank
ing. The selection method picks contingencies on the basis of line overloads

and/or voltage violations in a power network .. The selection method is dis

cussed in detail in Chapter .6.

Chapter. 6 discusses ,the selection method for generator; transmis

sion line outages. and combinations of these outages. The adequacy .

indices .

for line outages were calculated for both test systems using the selection

method. . The adequacy indices for the RBTS was found to be slightly lower

than the base case values.· The CPU time. for this small system with the

selection method was found to be much lower than the CPU times with the

base case or the ranking methods. It was shown for the IEEE-RTS that

the proposed selection method provides better results than those obtained by
the ranking methods. The capture ratio with the selection method was
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found to be over 90 percent. The increase in capture ratio also supports the

idea that the seleetion method gives more accurate results than the ranking'
. .

methods. The total number of contingencies that were investigated using the

decoupled load flow method was found to be lower with selection than with
.

the ranking methods. This results in a net saving in the CPU time. The

speed of the selection method is much faster than that of the ranking
methods. It was found that the computation time for. a line contingency

study using the base case approach was approximately 60 percent more than

that required with. selection.

In the case of generator outages, the selection method was found

to be very reliable for both test systems. The savings in.CPU times were

significant for the IEEE-RTS. The adequacy indices for both generation
and transmission outages were found to be close to the base case values

when using the selection method. The percentage diff.erences between the in

dices by the selection method and the decoupled load flow method were less

than 1.0 percent in most cases. The savings in CPU time depends on the

sise of the power system. It has been shown that the saving in CPU time

in the case of the RBTS is less than 0.2 minutes whereas the saving Is

more than 1.0 hour in the case of the IEEE-RTS. Chapter 6 also dis

cussed an efficient approach which avoids the recursive use of the . Sherman

Morrison correction formula for multiple lines outages. This method,

however, requires the storage of the upper or lower triangular elements of

the inverse system susceptance matrices.

The selection method does not require any extra memory space.

The ranking method, however, does need memory locations to store the con

tingency .

Jist. The memory requirement can be quite. large for large power

networks and depends on the number of components and the contingency
levels up to which the outages are considered.

.

In the case of the selection

method some of the intermediate results can be used for AC analysis for

those contingencies which need further investigation. This is not possible
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with ranking. The selection method is simple and flexible and can be- used

. to examine both continuity and quality of power supply for transmission line

and combined generator and transmission line outages. The selection method

developed in this research work is a practical and efficient technique which

can be easily implemented with any computer program package· developed for

studying the adequacy of a power network.
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Appendix A

Data of the 6 bus RBTS

Base MVA = 100

Table A-I:· Bus data

Bus Load (p.u.) PG QMax QMia Vo VMax VMia
Active Reactive

1 0..000 0..000 1.000 0..50. -0..40. 1.05 1.0.5 0.�91
2 0..200 0..000 1.200 0..75 -0.40. 1.0.5 . 1.0.5 0..91
3 0..850.· 0..000 0..()00 0..00 -0.00 1.00 1.0.5 0..97
4 0..400 0..000 0..000 0..00 -0..00 1.00 1.0.5 0..97
5 0..200 0..000 0..000 0..00 -o.oc 1.00 1.0.5 0..97
6 0..200 0..000 0..000 0..00 -0.00 1.00 1.0.5 0..97

Table A-2: Line data.

Line Buses R X B/2 Tap Current Failures . Repair
No. r J Rating per Year Time

(p.u.) (hours)

1 1 3 0..0.342 0..1800 0..0.106 1.00 0..85 1.500 10..00
2 2 4 0..1140. 0..6000 0.:0352 1.00 0..71 5.000 10..00
3 1 2 0..0912 0..4800 .0..0.282 1.00 0..71 4.000 10..00
4 3 4 0..0.228 ·0.1200 0..0011 1.00 0..71 1.000 10..00
5 3 5 0..0.228 0..1200 0..0071 1.00 0..71· 1.000 10..00
6 1 3 0..0.342 0..1800 0..0.106 LOO 0..85 1.500 10..00
7 2 4 0..1140. 0..6000 0..0.352 1.00 0..71 5.000 . 10..00
8 4 5. 0..0.228 0..1200 0..0071 1.00 0..71 1.000 10..00
9 5 6 0..0.228 0..1200 0..0071 1.00 0..71 1.000 10..00
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Table A-a: Generator data

Unit Bus Rating Failures Repair .

No. No. (MW) per Year Time (hours) .

1 1 40.00 6.0000 45.00
2 1 40.00 6.0000 45.00
3 1 10.00 4.0000 45.00
4 1 20.00 s.oooo 45.00
5 .2. 5.00 2.0000 45.00
6 2 5.00 2.0000 45.00
7 2 15.00 3.0000 60.00
8 2 20.00 2.4()oo 55.00
9 2 20.00 2.4()oo 55.00·
10 2 20.00 2.4()oo 55.00
11 2 20.00 2.4000 55.00
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Appendix B

Data of the IEEE-RTS

Base MVA = 100

Table B-1: Bus data

Bus Load (p.u.) PG
Active Reactive

1 1.080 0.220 1.720 1.20 -0.75 1.00 1.05 0.95
2 0.970 0.200 1.720 1.20 -0.75 1.00 1.05 0.95
3 1.800 0.370 0.000 0.00 -0.00 1.00 1.05 0.95
4 0.740 0.150· 0.000 0.00 -0.00 1.00 1.05 0.95
5 0.710 0.140 0.000 0.00 -0.00 1.00 1.05. 0.95
6 1.360 0.280 0.000 0.00 -0.00 1.00 1.05 0.95
7 1.250 0.250 3.000 2.70 -0.00 1.00 1.05 0.95 --

8 1.710 0.350 0.000 O�OO -0.00 1.00 1.05 0.95
9 1.750 0.360 . 0.000 0.00 -0.00 1.00 1.05 0.95
10 1.950 0.400 0.000 0.00 -0.00 1.00 1.05 0.95
11 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 -0.00 1.00 1.05 0.95
12 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 -0.00 1.00 1.05 0.95
13 2.650 0.540 5.500 3.60 -0;00 1.00 1.05 ·0.95
14 1.940 0.390 0.000 3.00 -0.75 1.00 1.05 0.95
15 3.170 0.640 2.100 1.65 -0.75 1.00 1.05 .0.95
16 1.000 0.200 1.450 ·1.20 .-0.75 1.00 1.05 0.95
17 0.000 0.000

.

0.000: 0.00 -0.00 1.00 1.05 0�95
18 3.330 0.680 4.000 3.00 -0.75 1.00 1.05 0.95
19 1.810 0.370 0.000 . 0.00 -0.00 1.00 1.05 0.95
20 1.280 0.260 0.000 0.00 -0.00 1.00 1.05· 0.95
21 0.000 0.000 3.500 3.00 -0.75 1.00 1�05 0.95
22 0.000 0.000 2.500 1.45 -0.90 1.00 1.05 . 0.95
23 0.000 0.000. 6.600 4.50 -1.75 1.00 1.05 0.95
24 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 -0.00 1.00 1.05 0.95
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Table B-2: Line data

Line Buses R X B/2 Tap Current Failures Repair
No. I J Rating per Year Time

(p.u.) (hours)

1 1 2 0.0026 0.0139 0.2306 1.00 1.93 0.240 16.00
2 1 3 0.0546 0.2112 0.0286 1.00 2.08 0.510 10.00
3 1. 5 0.0218 0.0845 0.0115 1.00 . 2.08 0.330 10.00
4 2 4 0.0328 0.1267 0.0172 1.00 2.08 0.390 10.00
5 2 6 0.0497 0.1920 0.0260 1.00 2;08 0.480 10.00
6 3 9 0.0308 0.1190 0.0161 1.00 2.08 0.380 • 10.00
7 3 24 0.0023 0.0839 0.0000 1.00 5.10 0.020 768.00
8 4 9 0.0268 0.1037 0.0141 1.00 2.08 0.360 10.00
9 5 10 0.0228 0.0883 0�012O 1.00 2.08 0.340 10.00.
10 6 10 0.0139 0.0605 1.2295 1.00 1.93 0.330 35.00
11 7

.
8 0.0159 0.0614 0.0166 1.00 2.08 0.300 10.00

12 8 9 0.0427 O�1651 0.0224 1.00 2.08 0.440 10.00
13 8 10 0.0427 0.1651 0.0224 1.00 ·2.08 0.440 10.00
14 911 0.0023 0.0839 0.0000 1.00 6.00 0.020 768.00
15 9 12 0.0023 0.0839 0.0000 1.00 6.00 0.020 768.00
16 10 11 0.0023 0.0839 0.0000 1.00 6.00 0.020 168.00
17 10 12 0.0023 0.0839 0.0000 1.00 6.00 0.020. 768.00
18 11 13 0.0061 0.0476 0.0500 . 1.00 6,00 0.400 11.00
19 11 14 0.0054 0�0418 0.0440' 1.00' 6.00 0.390 11.00
20 " 12 13 0.0061 0.0476 0.0500 1.00 6.00 0.400 11.00
21 12 23 0.0124 0.0966 0.1015 1.00 6.00 0.520 11.00
22 13 23 0.0111 0.0865 0.0909 1.00 6.00 0.490 11.00
23 14 16 0.0050 0.0389 0.0409 1.00 6�00 0.380 11.00
24 15 16 0.0022 0.0173 0.0364 1.00 6.00 0.330 11.00
25 15 21 0.0063 0.0490 0.0515 1.00 6.00 0.41.0 11.00
26 15 21 0.0063 0.0490 0.0515 1.00 6.00 0.410 11.00
27 15 24 0.0067 0.0519 0.0546 1.00 6.00 0.410 11.00
28 16 17 0.0033 0·.0259 0.0273 1.00 6.00 0.350 11.00
29 16 19 0.0030 0.0231 0.0243 '1.00 6.00 0.340 11.00
30 17 18 0;0018 0.0144 0.0152 1.00 .6.00 0.320 11.00
31 17 22 0.0135 0.1053 0.1106 1.00 6.00 0.540 11.00
32 18 21 0.0033 0.0259 0.0273 1.00 6.00 0.350 11.00
33 18 21 0.0033 0.0259· 0.0273 1.00 6.00 0.350 11.00
34 19 20 0.0051 0.0396 0.0417 1.00 6.00 0.380 11.00
35 19 20 0.0051 0.0396 0.0417 1.00 6.00 . 0.380 11.00
36 20 23 0.0028 0.0216 0.0228 1.00 6.00 0.340 11.00
37 20 23 0.0028 0.0216 ·0.0228 1.00 6.00 0.340 11.00
38 21 22 0.0087' 0.0678 0.0712 1.00 6.00 0.450 11.00
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Table B-3: Generator data

Unit Bus Rating Failures Repair
No. No. (MW) per Year Time (hours)

1 22 50.00 4.42000 20.00
2 22 50.00 4.42000 20.00
3 22 50.00 4.42000 20.00
4 22 50.00 4.42000 20.00
5 22 50.00 4.42000 20.00
6 22 50.00 4.42000 20.00
7 15 12.00 2.98000 60.00
8 15 12.00 2.98000 60.00
9 15 12.00 .2.98000 60.00 .

10 15 12.00 2.98000 60.00
11 15 12.00 2.98000 60.00
12 15 155.00 . 9.13000 40.00
13 7 100.00 7.30000 50.00
14 7 100.00 7.30000 50.00
15 7 100.00 7.30000 50.00
16 13 197.00 9.22000 50�00
17 13 197.00 9.22000 50.00
18 13 197.00 9.22000 50.00
19 1 20.00 19.47000 50.00
20 1 20.00 19.47000 50.00
21 1 76.00 4.47000 40.00
22 1 76.00 14.47000 40.00
23 2 20.00 9.47000 50.00
24 2 20.00 19.47000 50.00
25 2 76.00 4.47000 40.00·
26 2 76;00 4.47000 40.00
27 23 155.00 9.13000 40.00
28 23 155.00 9.13000 40.00
29 23 350.00 7.62000 100.00
30 18 400.00 7.96000 150.00
31 21 400.00 7.96000 150.00
32 16 155.00 9.13000 40.00
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Appendix C

. Load Point Indices For The IEEE-RTS
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Table C..1: Probability And Frequency Of Failure For The IEEE-RTS
At Various Contingency Levels

<------- Contingency Level ------->
Bus 1st level 2nd level 3rd level 4th level

Failure Probability
1 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.01211568 0.02214739 .

2 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.02413915 0.04074281
3 0.00052226 0.00132613 0.01419654. 0.02444297
4 0.00010229 0.00025943 0.01263220 0.02266385
5 0.00000000 0.00000018 0.01227592 0.02230763
6 0.00030370 0.00076123 0.01339411 0.02342580
7 0.00007868 0.00019866 0.01009004 0.01688139
8 0.00007868 0.00019866 0.01045928 0.01732574
9 0.00000000 0.00012008 0.00295941 0.00369069
10 0.00000000 0.00008319 0.00286248

.

0.00359376
13 0.00000000 0.02388739 0.05407723 0.06991880
14 0.00000000 0.00263114 0.00704686 0.00976005
15 0.00000000 0.01850748 0.04405304 0.05781492
16 0.00000000 0.00526187 0.01693472 0.02556846
18 0.00000000 0.03012161 0.06719171 0.08462467
19 0.00000000 0.00263157 0.00856164 0.01100944
20 0.00000000 0.01386678 0.03448801 0.04524241

Failure Frequency
1 0.00000000 0.00000000 7.80936861 16.14075470
2 0.00000000 0.00000000 15.55420017 29.39132361
3 0.23451671 0.72949868 9.12086010 17.60512543
4 0.11625508 0.31919447 8.37901783 16.71034622
5 0.00000000 0.00028553 7.92356682 16.25494957
6 0.15469943 0.46460283 8.67983341 17.01124054
7 0.08943407 0.24492209 6.81441927 12.52383327
8 0.08943407 0.24492209 7.05033207 12.83080196
9 0.00000000 0.09661487 1.87142360 2.44285893
10 0.00000000 0.07569432 1.81208074

.

2.38351583
13 0.00000000 11.27226639 31.31069374 44.64585495·
14 0.00000000 1.36488354 4.49986696 6.89950275
15 0.00000000 8.37481689 24.85581589 36.14200974
16 0.00000000 2.72915745 10.68243980 .17.97786331
18 0.00000000 13.84753036 37.96157455 52.28023529
19 0.00000000 1.36548626 5.41048956 8.29717636
20 0.00000000 6.46417713 20.08410072 . 29.13604164
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Table C-2: Load And Enegy Curtailment For The IEEE-RTS
At Various Contingency Levels

<----.--- Contingency Level------->
Bus 1st level 2nd level 3rd level 4th level

Load Curtailment (MW)
1 0.0000 0.0000 63.9500 162.8000
2 0.0000 0.0000 120.2600 299.1600
3 0.0000 4.4700 139.0900 364.8700
4 0.0000 1.5700 64.6300 168.6200
5 0.0000 0.0000 51.2600 139.9000 .

6 0.0000 2.2100 118.8500 300.9500
7 0.0000 0.0000 68.2100 151.4800
8 0.0000 0.6000 129.6200 313.4400
9 0.0000 6.2800 33.3700 51.0500
10 0.0000 3.8100· 3.1.9700 51.6700
13 0.0000 319.6900 1078.7500 1722.0300
14 0.0000 10.5800 77.8600 155.3100
15 0.0000 308.2900 1162.4800 1942.0601
16 0.0000 12.3400 98.3400 202..0400
18 0.0000 ·776.8100 2276.8501 3366.2000
19 0.0000 9.8700 85.1800 172.3200
20 0.0000 124.0700 517.3400 ·837.8500 .

Energy Curtailment (MWh)
1 0.0000 0.0000 ·923.1200 1998.2500
2 0.0000 0.0000 1730.0400 3670 ..0400

.

3 0.0000 57.5800 2019.5200 4543.2500
4 0.0000 10.5100 926.6000 . 2086.6399
5 0.0000 0.0200 751.4100 1741.7800
6 0.0000 28.3700 1731.1000 3863.0400
7 0.0000 0.0000 933.6400 1818.3700
8 0.0000 4.3600 1839.8900 3855.5300
9 0.0000 68.2100 416.3100 619.8700
10 0.0000

.

45.3800 412.2800 639.1000 ....

13 0.0000 6216.2700 16456.1004 23258.4805
14 0.0000 178.3900 1043.6300 1843.3900
15 0.0000 6659.6099 19162.0605 27895.0605
16 0.0000 208.2100 1354.6801 2452.2500
18 0.0000 16893.6300 38722.3906 50921.3789
19 0.0000 166.4400 1157.7100 2077.2900
20 0.0000 2617.5200 8166.7700 11681.2002
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Table C-3: Maximum Load Point Indices For The IEEE-RTS
At Various Contingency Levels

<-----,,_.-- Contingency Level ------,->
Bus 1st level 2nd level 3rd level 4th level

Maximum Load Curtailment (MW)
1 0.0000 0.0000 22.4000
2 0.0000 0.0000 28.0000
3 0.0000 178.9310 180.0000
4 0.0000 74.0000 74.0000
5 0.0000 71.0000 71.0000 ,

6 0.0000 136.0000' 136.0000
7 0.0000 51.9404 40.7273
8 0.0000 175.0000 165.2762
9 0.0000 96.2235 175.0000
10 0.0000 53.0002 195.0000
13 0.0000 194.0000 265.0000
14 0.0000 84.0864 194.0000
15 0.0000 48;7579 315.0385
16· 0.0000 209.3679 100.0000
18 0.0000 ' 54.9451 332.9992
19 0.0000 48.7823 , 85.8593
20 O�OOOO 0.0000 128.0000

Maximum Load Curtailment (MW)
1 0.0000 0.0000 373.0487
2 0.0000 0.0000 335.1535
3 0.0000 1433.3074 ' 3047.2834
4 0.0000 497.5966 869.5862
5 0.0000 308.9048 754.5499
6 0.0000 870.1503 1598.1586
7 0.0000 235.7597 414.0691
8 0.0000 1393 .•929 2861.5833
9 0.0000 1247.6423 2962.7302
10 0.0000 1189.4282 2291.4773
13 0.0000 920.4813 " 3612.0688
14 0.0000 2041.7960 1416�7288
15 0.0000 231.3503 5093.8843
16 0.0000 5083.8999 730.2710
18 0.0000 249.3978 6616.8027
19 0.0000 1094.7734 1321.7942
20 0.0000 0.0000 2543.3943

81.5387
79.1171
180.0000
74.0000
71.0000
136.0000
43.8916'
165.1844
175.0000
195.0000
265.0000
194.0000
317.0000
100.0000
333.0000
,129.3392
128.0000

908.0566,
881.0887
3047.4021
869.4117
754.6957
1597.8711
471.9665
2231.7122
2962.7520

,

2291.4773
3612.0688
1870.8210
5095.2124,

'

964.2502
6616.8027 '

1745.4590
2543.3943
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Table C-4: Duration Of Load Curtilment For The IEEE-RTS
At Various Contingency Levels

<------- Conting-eney Level ------->
BUs 1st level 2nd level 3rd level 4th level

Maximum Duration Of Load Curtailment (Rrs)
1 0.0000 0.0000 17.2722 17.2722
2 0.0000 0.0000 17.2722 17.2722
3 0.0000 20.0309 23.5392 23.5392
4 0.0000 6.7243 23.5392 ·23.5392
5 0.0000 4.3508 23.5392 23.5392
6 .0.0000 12.9661 23.5392 23.5392
7 0.0000 7.3791 16.5627 16;5627
8 0.0000 . 2.0.0309 29.8082 23.5392
9 0.0000 12.9661 23.5392 23.5392
10 0.0000 22.442.0 23.5392 23.5392
13 0.0000 16.8949 22.4420 22.4420
14 0.0000 24.2821 16.8949 16.8949
15 0.0000 16.8949 24.2821 24.2821
16 0.0000 24.2821 17.7632 17�7632
18 0.0000 16.8949 24.2821 24.2821
19 0.0000 22.4420 19�OOOO 19.87.03
20 0.0000 0.0000 22.4420 22.4420

Average Duration Of Load Curtailment (Hrs)
1 0.000 0.000 14.435 12.274
2 0.000 0.000 14.385 12.268
3 0.000 12.896 14.519 12.452
4 0.000 6.707 14.336

.

12.375
5 0.000 4.351 14.658 12.451
6 0.000 12.862 14.565 12.463
7 0.000 0.000 13.688 12.004
8 0.000 7.242 14.194 12.3.01·
9 0.000 10.867 12.475 12.142
10 0.000 11.919 12.896 12.369 .

13 0.000 19A45 15.255 13.506
14 ·0.000 16.855 13.405 11.869
15 0.000 21.602 16.484 14.364
16 0.000 16.878 13.775 12.137
18 0.000 21.747 17.007 15.127
19 .0.000 16.859 13.591 12.055
20 0.000 21.098 15.786 13.942
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Table e-5: Average Load And Energy Curtilment For The IEEE-RTS
At Various Contingency Levels

<----....._-- Contingency Level ------->
Bus 1st level 2nd level 3rd level 4th level

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8'
9
10
13
14
15
16
18
19

20

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
13
14
15
16
18
19
20

Average Load Curtailment (MW)
0.000 0.000
0.000

.

0.000
0.000 85.900
0.000 72.079
0.000 71.000
0.000 67.347
0.000 0.000
0.000 14.090
0.000 67.295
0.000 50.446
0.000 28.361
0.000 7.754
0.000 36.811
0.000 4.520
0.000 56.097
0.000 7.230
0.000 19.193

8.189
7.732
17.271
8.117
6.470
14.833
10.594
19.332
17.924
17.648
34.453
17.302
46.769
9.206
59.978
15.744
25.759

10.086
10.176
22.062
10.348
8.607
18.964
12.469
25.248
20.980
21.683
38.571
22�510 .

53.734
11.238
64.388
20.769 .

28.757

.

Average Energy Curtailment (MWh)
0.000 0.000 118.206 .

0.000 0.000 111.226
0.000 1107.745 250.759
0.000 483.422 116.360
0.000 308.905 94.839
0.000 866.247 216.048
0.000 0.000 145.004

.

0.000 102.038' 274.406
0.000 731.266 223.596
0.000 601.292 227.583
0.000 551.466 525.575
0.000 130.697 231.924
0.000 795.194 770.929
0.000 76.291 126.814
0.000 1219.974 1020.042
0.000 121.893 213.974 -,

0.000 404.927 406.629

123.802
124.843
274.716.
128.056
107.158
236.359
149.684
310.570
254.740
268.191
520.955
267.178
771.818
136.404
974.008
250.361
400.919·
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